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Hey, Hey, Hey 
Hey, Hey, Hey 

Hey, Hey, 
Lord Love a Duck, 
Don’t nobody care. 

So tired of swimming 
And getting nowhere. 
Down on my Lucko, 
Stuck in the Mucko. 

Lord, Lord, Lord, Lord, Lord, 
Love a Duck. 

 
And I keep swimming around 

In this little old pond. 
All by myself, 

Can’t get a Swan. 
Hey pretty Swan, 

Won’t you love me and stay. 
Cause one look at me, 

And they fly,i,i, away. 
Hey, Hey, Hey, 
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Hey, Hey 
Lord Love a Duck. 
Don’t nobody care, 

So tired of swimming 
And getting nowhere. 

Down on my lucko, 
Stuck in the Mucko. 

Lord, Lord, Lord, Lord, Lord, 
Love a Duck. 

And I keep swimming  
Around in this little old pond, 

Can’t fly like an Eagle, 
Can’t get me a Swan. 

Fly good Eagle, 
Get back to your nest, 

You got a Home, 
And a pretty nest. 
Hey, Hey, Hey, 
Hey, Hey, Hey, 
Hey, Hey, Hey, 
Hey, Hey, Hey. 

Down on my lucko, 
Stuck in the Mucko. 

Lord, Lord, Lord, Lord, Lord, 
Love a Duck. 
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Neal Nefti, songwriter. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 Susan Ker Weld never stood a chance to lead a normal life. Her very existence was pre-ordained 

by the stars. Even prior to her birth she was destined to be much more than just the movie star who would 

change the way society viewed young women in the turbulent sixties. So who is Tuesday Weld? Is she the 

misunderstood actress of the 60’s/sex kitten, charmer and destroyer of men’s morals; leading them to 

wrack and ruin, or is she something altogether different? I would venture to add that a more appropriate 

Movie Moniker for Ms. Weld would be “A WOLF IN SHEEPS CLOTHING.” She was a wolf disguised as a 

sheep who preyed on weaker lovers and in the end destroyed them. What a cinematic persona to represent 

while all the while looking sweet and innocent. Her blond hair and deep ebony black eyes made her one of 

the most haunting women to ever grace the silver screen, while starring in films that came to idealize and 

symbolize the iconic teen generation of the late 50’s and early 60’s. While several articles have been written 

about how Ms. Weld was a High Illuminati Priestess, not much hard evidence has been presented to 

support this accusation. Of course, the people who have verifiable evidence are the ones who have a strong 

reason to keep it secret. I am not going to present hard evidence either way to support this claim but I do 

have some insight into what makes Ms. Weld tick and how the accusations are much more than just 

someone’s idea of whimsy. I believe, Ms. Weld was a victim of mind control from early childhood through 

her adult life and the contradictions in her life all stem from the multiple programming she has been 

subjected to and the total control placed on her career and private life.  

 The best “evidence” I do have is my insight into the workings of the Illuminati and their rituals and 

programs. Most of this information I have gleamed from my studies into Mind Control of the New World 

Order or Illuminati. Fritz Springmeier and Cisco Wheeler – follow at: www.pentracks.com - have written 

extensively on mind control and how it is used to create totally mind control slaves. If you wish to know more 

about this then I recommend their research. It is the most thorough research that has ever been given to the 

general public and will give you a deep understanding of how mind control works. Also, if you want to know 

about Ms. Weld and her Druidic legacy and occult influence on society than you may want to read “Tuesday 

Weld’s Psychedelic Illuminati Conspiracy by Douglas Hawes and Adam Gorightly – follow at:  

http://gorightly.wordpress.com./  It is in the Spring 2008 issue No. 47 of PARANOIA MAGAZINE.  This 

explains in great detail her life and legacy. The book “ Secret and Suppressed II” by Adam Partrey and Ken 

Thomas has a chapter on her. To understand the widespread use of mind control programming in the 60’s 

http://www.pentracks.com/
http://gorightly.wordpress.com./
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Drug, Sex, and Rock & Roll Los Angeles Music Scene, I suggest you read the excellent series by David 

McGowan, INDSIDE THE LC/The Strange but Mostly True Story of Laurel Canyon and the Birth of the 

Hippie Generation. http://davesweb.cnchost.com  

 Before I begin my deconstruction of the movie “Lord Love a Duck”, I would like to just point out 

some facts about Ms. Weld and make a comment or two about what they might mean in relation to her 

being an Illuminati Priestess. Many times during her career she gave interviews and related things about 

her career and life that were slides or cover ups. With her you have to look at the overall picture of her life to 

discern the truth. Whatever the reasons for this, it is more than a little strange that the stories don’t fit the 

facts and I will give several examples of her contradictory statements. The main point is that she was a 

casualty of her birth and bloodline. Her extraordinary intelligence was also a factor that made her a prime 

candidate for occult programing. I believe she was probably the most intelligent actress of her generation.  

 With all that has been written about Ms. Weld and her role as a Druidic priestess it behooves us to 

look at the rationale behind these statements. Why would a Secret Society of Druids/Illuminati choose Ms. 

Weld as their high priestess? I imagine they had literally thousands of priestesses in the order that could 

serve in this capacity, so what makes her so special? Why was she chosen to entice the youth of America 

into such hedonistic practices as Sex, Drugs, and Rock & Roll? At present she is retired and living in 

Colorado with her daughter and granddaughter, so one would think she is no longer involved in the day to 

day activities of the Order. She supposedly gave up day-to day participation in 1991. The main thing to 

remember is that the Illuminati/Druidic Order does not choose its candidates willy-nilly.  Oh No! There is a 

very precise program involved in selecting a priestess. I do not know the exact rules involved in that 

selection but I do know a little about bloodlines and that is the first and foremost requirement to be a high 

ranking member of the Order. So let us take a look at Ms. Weld’s bloodline. 

BLOODLINES- 

 Her father was Lathrop Motley Weld III, a Harvard graduate and something of the Black Sheep of 

the family. The Weld family is an extended family of the Boston Brahmins, most remembered for the 

philanthropy of its members. Many Welds have graduated from Harvard and have buildings named for them 

on the campus. Lulworth Castle in East Lulworth, Dorsett, situated south of Wool, is an early 17
th
 century 

mock castle. The Weld family has owned it since 1641 and is still owned by the Weld family today. Seven of 

the Weld clan fought in the Revolutionary War and Weld Hill was selected by George Washington as a 

rallying point for the patriot army to fall back upon in case of disaster. The Weld owned a maritime fleet of 

clipper ships that brought back many unusual cargoes from China and Japan and was known as the Black 

Horse Fleet. William Weld, the former governor of Massachusetts is a CFR member and the cousin of 

Tuesday Weld. Also, they have a close working relationship with the Bush family. An interesting side note is 

the actor; Marlon Brando was related to ex-governor William Weld. A Rev. Joseph Lathrop of 

Massachusetts wrote a letter to the President of Yale Ezra Stiles in 1791 discussing a case of Multiple 

Personality Disorder/MPD/DID. It is possible an earlier ancestor was very familiar with split personalities. 

http://davesweb.cnchost.com/
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 On her mother side of the family, Yosene Balfour Ker’s father was William Balfour Ker born in 

Dunville, Ontario, Canada on July 25, 1877 of Scottish Heritage. His mother, Lily Florence Bell, was first 

cousin to Alexander Graham Bell. He was an avowed socialist and artist. He married Josephine Phillips, the 

mother of Yosene. The bloodline is a little harder to trace on this side of the family but there is a clue that 

points toward an Illuminati bloodline. William Ker is of Scottish heritage and his middle name is Balfour. 

Many Illuminati families place their family affiliation as a middle name, so it is more than likely that he is a 

bloodline relative of the Scottish Clan of Balfours. One Arthur James Balfour was a founding member of 

Cecil Rhode’s “The Round Table”, an Illuminati Society of Freemasons and One Worlders. Arthur Balfour 

presented the Balfour Declaration of 1917 that stated that “the government views with favor the 

establishment of a national home for the Jewish People.” This later led to the formation of the State of Israel 

after WWll. Yosene Weld even stated that she was related to Arthur Balfour.  Why do I believe that Balfour 

is her bloodline of her mother’s side? Her father’s middle name was Balfour, her mother’s middle name was 

Balfour, her brother’s name is David Balfour Weld and Tuesday Weld named her son with Dudley Moore, 

Patrick Halvin Balfour Moore. The Balfour name runs through 4 generations from the grandfather but 

probably goes back further. You do not have to be in the upper classes to have Illuminati bloodlines 

because they believe that their blood should run through all the different classes and have influence in all 

areas of society. 

 Tuesday Weld was born Susan Ker Weld in New York City on August 27, 1943. Yosene stated that 

“when Tuesday was born a nurse with a thick Scottish brogue walked over to the bed and said “There are 

lights above, below, and on all sides of her. She’s going to be known all over the world. I’ve been up all night 

doing your baby’s horoscope. She’s going to be very, very, famous. She’s going to be a great opera singer.”  

She got it all right except the wrong entertainment field. Her father died in 1947, leaving Yosene Weld to 

raise three children, Susan, Sarah, and David on her own. According to an interview Tuesday gave Life 

Magazine in 1971, “My father’s family came from Tuxedo Park, and they offered to take us kids and pay for 

our education, on the condition that Mama never sees us again. Mama was an orphan who had come here 
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from London, but so far as my father’s family was concerned she was strictly from the gutter. I have to give 

Mama credit- she refused to give us up…. So I became the supporter of the family, and I had to take my 

father’s’ place in many, many ways. I was expected to make up for everything that had ever gone wrong in 

Mama’s life. She became obsessed with me, pouring out her pent-up love- her alleged love- on me, and it’s 

been heavy on my shoulder’s ever since. To this day, Mama thinks I owe everything to her.” 

 There is so much wrong with this statement I don’t know where to begin, but here goes. My first 

question is why would his parents offer to take the kids and cut her off completely? Contrary to Ms. Weld’s 

statement, her mother was not a true orphan but was more or less abandoned by her relatives after her 

mother died. She lived a hard life in and out of foster homes and orphanages. She was probably a victim of 

mind control abuse also since it is generational in families. Her father lived in New York and was a famous 

artist and many of his painting were featured in Life Magazine and in many art books. Her mother was 

hardly from the gutter. Tuesday’s father’s family was very well off but he was “Black Sheep” because he 

chose a life of adventure instead of family ambitions. Even if he was a bit of a rebel, that would not be a 

good enough reason to cut off his wife from the family, and to bribe his widow to give up her kids. And what 

kind of mother would put a 3 year old child to work to support the family? What was really going on here? 

Again Ms. Weld gives us a clue. On beginning her career at age 3: “Mama tried to turn my brother and 

sisters into models too, but they preferred swimming. But me, I was a backward child, and I took to Modeling 

immediately. Anything to escape.”   

  

 Here is the first example we will examine on our hypothesis that Ms. Weld was a victim of mind 

control programming. Modeling is a behavioral term referring to copying the behavior of another to instill 

that behavior into the subconscious mind of the subject in order to change old behavioral patterns to new 

behavioral patterns. Or “MONKEY SEE, MONKEY DO” theory. But what Ms. Weld actually endured was 

Monarch Mind Control Programing. This is done by restructuring. Restructuring is building a new system 

within the mind of an individual that changes their behavior to fit a certain pattern. Not everyone is suited for 

this type of programing but Trauma Base Mind Control is a whole different ball of wax that includes trauma, 

instilling fear, hypnosis, and drugs. You have to be intelligent, imaginative, and have the ability to 

disassociate your mind from external reality. Ms. Weld apparently was an excellent recruit even at such an 

early age. Actually, many are chosen in the womb to receive this type of programming.  My next question 

was what was Ms. Weld trying to escape from at the tender age of 3 years? I cannot remember much at that 

age and I certainly would not want to be thrust into the crazy world of modeling to escape my home life at 3 

unless something was terribly wrong. What does she mean by she was a backward child? At three years of 

age there is not much you can be backwards about. She states her mother became obsessed with her, 

pouring out her pent-up love- her alleged love. Ms. Weld does not believe her mother ever loved her but just 

used her for her own purposes. Those purposes are quite apparent. The trauma base abuse began as soon 

as Tuesday arrived home from the hospital. Yosene quote, “She starting screaming all day and most of the 
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night. She had the worst case of colic I have ever seen. Eventually, her father- While wearing a steady 

stream of expletives- would have to relieve me and take his turn walking her back and forth, holding her 

over his shoulder and pounding her little arched back. By the time she was two her screaming would not let 

up. I assumed it was still because of the colic and would scurry to pick her up and go the whole process of 

walking her back and forth, “comforting her.” But Lathrop would just get angry and say ‘You’re spoiling her. 

There’s nothing wrong, she just wants attention.’ At the time, I figured it was just his indifference to the 

needs of his children, now I’m sure he was right. Her screaming had become her tool, because she knew 

that I would drop everything and come running.” The neighbors even threatened to call the police on her if 

she couldn’t get the baby to stop screaming. Trauma at an early age can cause a child to disassociate from 

reality, making it easier to install mind control programming.  At nine she suffered a nervous breakdown 

and was having multiple sexual affairs at eleven. At twelve, she made her first suicide attempt amidst the 

throes of alcohol. What the hell was going on here folks? Does this make any sense at all? Of course not, so 

Let’s examine this a little closer. Traditionally, the Illuminati have their children inspected by a woman of the 

rank of Grande Mother. She would determine the fitness of the children and then present them for a formal 

acceptance ceremony at AGE 3 to the Grande Druid Council. The exact age that Ms. Weld was thrown into 

the world of modeling. Because of her high intelligence, she was a perfect candidate for mind control.  

 This fit’s the mind control scenario perfectly. You have to have unlimited access to your victim with 

a parent who is willing to allow the abuse as well as participating in the programming and conditioning, and 

last of all ABSOULUTELY NO MORAL STANDARDS. To allow this kind of treatment of your child is the 

worst kind of abuse known. All her children hated/loved her later in life. No wonder Ms. Weld hated her so 

much. In a 1971 interview she was asked “Do you have any hard feelings toward your mother?”  She 

replied “I hate my mother!” Tuesday Weld had a LOVE/HATE relationship with her mother. Sometimes she 

loved her and sometimes she hated her. This type of emotional conflict can be extremely hard on a child 

growing up in such a stressful environment. 

 

 Apparently, the programming became too much because she had a breakdown at nine years of 
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age. Sounds like an excuse to put Ms. Weld in the hospital for additional mind control programming. Mental 

hospitals were the main institutions that conducted mind control programming in the 40’s, 50’s and 60’s. 

Note the numerical sequence in Ms. Weld early life. 3,,9,12,15, all multiples of 3. Illuminati numbers are 

staged in this sequence. Fifteen was the age Ms. Weld was supposedly made an Illuminati Priestess.  

 The time between nine and fifteen is really strange. Ms. Weld “I was in and out of several schools, 

but I never really went. There were no rules in New York protecting working children. I was doing television 

shows, as well as modeling, and instead of going to school, I used to do what they called correspondence, 

which meant that if I was working, I’d just write in and say I had jobs. Even when I didn’t have jobs, I’d get up 

in the morning and say, ‘Goodbye, I’m going to school,’ and then I’d head for the Village, and get drunk. 

Sometimes I’d drink at bars, sometime at parties, and sometimes I’d just stay home and drink.” 

 Okay, she would tell her mother she was going to school and the school had not been notified that 

she had a job that day. Did the school call her mother and say Tuesday isn’t here? I believe the schools 

were a little stricter than what she is trying to make us believe. And at the age of nine how in the heck did 

she get from Manhattan to Greenwich (GreenWitch) Village. I know you can take the subway but they had 

subway police even then and a nine year old girl by herself would attract attention immediately; especially, 

if she did this for years. This does not compute. The subway system in the in the early 50’s in New York was 

not safe for a nine year old girl and even today there would be questions asked and the police would be 

called. And if she came home drunk would not her mother reacted differently than what was apparently a 

liaise-faire attitude. She said she would stay home and drink. What was her mother doing all this time? I 

believe many of these trips were to programming centers for mind control and her mother knew exactly 

where her little girl was and was not worried at all.  

 Ms. Weld “I made my first suicide attempt when I was 12. I had fallen in love with a homosexual and 

when it didn’t work out, I felt hurt.”   She fell in love with a homosexual man in Greenwich Village and it 

didn’t work out. Good Lord, why was she hanging out with a homosexual man at 12. Who was he and why 

was he spending time with her in the first place. I have my suspicions that the man was Roddy McDowall 

who was doing theater and acting in Greenwich Village in the 50’s and early 60’s. He would do theater in the 

Village throughout his life. There are many reasons I believe this but the main one is I believe they were 

“TWINNED”: made soul partners under mind control programming. And when I get to the deconstruction of 

“Lord Love a Duck.” and Ms. Weld later life, you will see the close connection between them.  

 Ms. Weld “A bottle of aspirin, a bottle of sleeping pills, and a bottle of gin. I was sure that would do 

the trick, but my mother came in and found me. I was in a coma for a long time and lost my hearing, my 

vision, and several other things. When I recovered, I decided that I should try to get some help, but my 

mother didn’t think I needed analysis. She thought it might look funny; after all, there was nothing wrong 

with her little girl. I ask you, who’s the crazy one?”  

To do extensive programming you need control of the child for a length of time and this is usual 

accomplished by saying they were in an accident or had a serious illness that keeps them out of 
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school for a period of time. This seems to be the case here since she was “in a coma” and missed 

an extended period of time from school.  

Mind control programming is based on fear and trauma. Instill maximum fear and inflict maximum trauma to 

the victim. Sometimes it will cause the victim to go into a coma and they will suffer lost hearing, vision, and 

coordination. Sometimes they will experience seizures days later and Ms. Weld had seizures that were 

witnessed by her mother years later.  They can become paralyzed and non-responsive. It is horrendous 

torture to endure the kind of programming that is hinted at here. Children are subjected to isolation by being 

placed into freezers, closets, dark rooms, boxes, and isolation tanks. Sensory deprivation is a serious 

trauma that can cause people to hallucinate. The brain can go into an altered state just from sensory 

deprivation alone. Children develop fear of enclosed places, fear of water, and fear of closed doors and 

rooms. Tuesday remarked on this several times. On needing to keep the refrigerator door open: 

 “I like everything open, Everything. I don’t like shut doors. I like to see. In the kitchen. I like to see all the 

spices, all the food. …I wasn’t really aware of it until people complained. It was completely unconscious. I 

would hear, ’Could you please shut that door! We’re going to lose all the ice.’  And if I couldn’t see it, It 

doesn’t exit. Maybe it’s existential.” 

Children undergoing mind control programming are also starved and not given water while they are in 

isolation so they may develop an unhealthy relationship with food.  Ms. Weld had a problem keeping off her 

weight during her career, going on eating binges and then dieting to take off the weight. Of course her 

mother did not want her to go to analysis because it might reveal some of the programming she was being 

given. When she was married to Dudley Moore, the most irritating thing to him was her habit of leaving 

doors open. She would leave cupboards and doors open all the time. 

 

  

JACOB- 

 When she was young she didn’t have any friends, which is often the case in controlling young 

children. SEVER ALL TIES, HAVE NO FRIENDS is the programming message given to children. Ms. Weld 

had a problem with accepting gifts from people. She would go into a rage when her mother tried to get her 

to accept gifts later in her life.  Children are programmed that gifts always come with a sacrifice. Gifts 

always cost something. The Spirit of Fear, programmed into the child pretending to protect them, takes over 

the child and they develop a deep free-floating phobias towards gifts from anyone; fearing the sacrifice that 

must be attached to it. She would retreat into a fantasy world where her only friend was a one foot high 

humpty-dumpty beanbag she named Jacob. The children in the neighborhood made fun of her and her 

funny doll. Beans are used in birthday rituals to traumatize young children to not accept gifts. Tuesday 

recalled “I got attached to it. That was my little doll. All the other little girls in the neighborhood had dolls. 

Jacob had the most beautiful expression. The dolls all had the same expression, but I could change Jacob’s 

looks anytime I wanted just by twisting his legs or squeezing him. He was always interesting. He had an 
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inquisitive look on his face all the time.” 

Several questions come to mind here. First what little girl would name their doll or bean bag Jacob? It is a 

very unusual name to give a doll and I have personally never heard of a child naming their doll this name. 

Second why wouldn’t her mother buy her a regular doll? It was supposedly given to her by her 

Grandmother. She would change it looks by twisting and pulling. Sounds like she was remembering 

subconsciously some abuse she was subjected to in programming. Jacob in Hebrew is Yauko, who was the 

person from the Bible known as Israel. He had 12 sons who are the fathers of the twelve tribes of Israel. As 

tribe names are used a lot in programming, it is possible that Jacob was directly connected to the structuring 

of her internal alter system ie.”Multiple Personalities”, The systems of alter personalities within a mind 

control victim. Also the term “Jacob’s Ladder” is used by mind control programmers in connection with the 

different levels of hypnosis. 

 

 Another incident in her childhood that could be explained another way is when she was modeling a 

slip for a mail order catalogue. In order to have more flair in a skirt, they cut her accidently with a razor blade 

and slashed right through her leg. She stated that she was so introverted she could not tell them she was in 

pain. THIS IS SO WRONG. If you slash right through a child’s leg they would scream, cry, holler and make 

a terrible scene, not to mention all the blood that would be flowing. What she was probably remembering 

was a cutting torture where you had to suppress your urge to cry out. Part of the NO CRY PROGRAMMING. 

She was known as The Rock in modeling because she would withdraw into a shell. She would not smile and 

always seem to be stone-faced wherever she modeled. She stated one of her biggest fears was to open up 

and relate to people. No friends, no relationships, and no talking; these are prime rules for mind control 

children. She could not read very well but had a phenomenal memory. She memorized everything before 

she learned to read proficiently.  She used her memory to learn her lines when she was making movies. 

She would have her mother or someone read the lines to her. An excellent memory is one of the talents 

instilled through the programming, but you have to be intelligent to begin with or it will not take. She smoked 

and drank at age 10 which is okay with the handlers because it forces a dependency upon the subject that 

can be used for controlling the victim. She stated her mother let her smoke and drink at home although her 

mother denies she allowed it. She also smoked pot and probably picked up the habit in Greenwich Village. 

  What was Ms. Weld’s view on religion? Let us hear what she has to say on the subject. 

“When I fourteen I was in dire need of something to believe in. So I went to look for God. It was four in the 

morning and it was raining and I was quite drunk. I climbed the steps of one church after another, but all the 

doors were locked. ‘How can there be a God?’ I asked myself. ‘Oh yes, He’s there but you can’t go in if you 

are going to steal from him.’ Since then I have not believed in any God.”  Okay, as our former President 

Ronald Reagan said “There you go again.” 

Why would anyone base their belief in God on a rainy night, when they were fourteen years old, drunk, and 

knocking on church or churches that had locked their doors? They wouldn’t but they would have an 
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interesting cover story programmed into their subconscious minds to explain their rejection of God and 

religion. One occult principle is that if you can get a person angry at God, you can get that person to commit 

any sin. Great effort is taken, via staged events to make the victim being programmed certain that God has 

rejected them. For instance, someone would play God and walk away from them when they needed help in 

a life or death situation (Staged Torture). The victims are repeatedly warned that God is cruel and 

judgmental, and that he wants to destroy them for the wicked things they have done. Bible verses that tell of 

the wrath of God and God’s anger are REAL to the victim. The Ritual Programming perpetrated upon the 

victim is hideous and monstrous. I will not go into the details here but you can find them in Fritz 

Springmeier’s work. Remember the church doors were locked. Salvation is locked behind the closed doors, 

no way to enter and be saved. Tuesday hated closed doors. 

 Supposedly, she was made a priestess when she was fifteen (15) years old, so was there any 

incidents around that time that would shed some light on this event. Why yes there is but it is sort of a 

roundabout event that illustrates it. She holds the distinction of having the shortest tenure of any student in 

the history of Hollywood High- less than one week. On the second day of school she dressed all in black: 

black dress, black gloves, black shoes, black hat. She looked like a WITCH.  

What a perfect statement to make to show off her new status. Also by getting kicked out of school, she had 

more time to devote to her extra- curricular activities.  

 Jeff Turner believes she was chosen as the new queen and high priestess of the Druids at fifteen 

(15) years of age. I think that might be a little bit young to handle that kind of responsibility, “ HIGH 

PRIESTESS”, maybe priestess apprentice, but I don’t have a clue as to age requirements for High 

Priestesses. Anyway, he states that the initiation rite that signaled her ascension into leadership was the 

plane crash that carried Buddy Holley, Ritchie Valens, and the Big Bopper (3 ritual sacrifices) to their deaths 

in February of 1958. This tragedy was immortalized in Don McLean’s “American Pie.”  He was dating 

Tuesday Weld at the time he wrote this song. Miss American Pie. There’s always a sacrifice to be paid; 

always a price. 

NOTE: I would like to take a second to reemphasize that when you are a victim of mind control you have no 

conscious memory of what you do when you are under its spell. You have multiple personality alters that 

perform different functions and activities. She probably had no memory of anything she participated in 

during this period including her initiation. But the subconscious has a way of popping up sometimes in 

language and in behavior. This behavior was repeated years later in an interview given to New Times 

magazine Nov. 11, 1977 edition. She showed up for the interview wearing a witches dress and a witch’s hat. 

The interview took placed at the Chateau Marmont Hotel, a hotel that had long been a fixture on 

Hollywood’s Sunset Blvd. and the location of the hotel’s interior shots in the Eagle’s hit “Hotel California” ; 

said to have been written about Tuesday Weld. She reminisced about the years she lived there.  
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Tuesday Weld modeling ALL IN BLACK (The right hand is too weird) (Triangle to left, PYRAMID?)  

 

Many of the greatest artists from that that era have referred to or been influenced by Ms. 

Weld. Here are a few of the songs from The Beatles  “Lady Madonna”, “I am the Walrus”, “She 

came in through the Bathroom Window”, The Rolling Stones, “Ruby Tuesday” Led Zeppelin , 

“Stairway to Heaven”, Moody Blues, “Tuesday Afternoon” 

 Steely Dan/Donald Fagen, “New Frontier”, The Beach Boys,” Barbara Ann”/ Tuesday’s name in 

“Lord Love a Duck”, Don McLean, “American Pie”, Walter Egan, “Tuesday Weld”, Tiny Tim “If 

Tuesday Weld would only be my Wife”, and many others. 

 Ms. Weld states “I don’t miss having an ordinary childhood because I have never known anything 

but this. I went to work as a model when I was barely four. I’ve been moving in the world of adults ever 

since.” 

 Tuesday Weld was abused during her mind control programming because it is one of the ways that 

is used to split the mind and create alter personalities. Because of this she had very discordant relationships 

her whole life. I have no idea what her relationship are like now but it is a recorded fact that all her 

relationships were stormy. I believe this is the reason she was attracted to gay men during her career. She 

felt safe because there was no pressure on her sexually or emotionally.  Her first “love” was a gay man in 

Greenwich Village when she was 10 or 11 years old and she said that didn’t work out. It is no wonder she 

had so many problems with men with that kind of relationship at such an early age. Some of the gay men 

she had very close relationships with were: Tab Hunter, Troy Donahue, Sal Mineo, Roddy McDowall (Her 

Twinned Soul Mate), Anthony Perkins, Timmy Evert, and others including her husband, Claude Hartz, 

Roddy McDowell, “Secretary”. She also dated for short periods, John Ireland, Elvis Presley, and Gary 

Lockwood .I don’t know if she married Claude Hartz for love or because she felt it was time to get married. 

Only she knows the answer to that question. She had vowed that she would be married by the time she was 
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23 years old. Tuesday stated “Acting was not fulfilling me, so as rebellious as I always was toward every 

kind of “CONDITIONED THOUGHT,” I still had the old fashioned dream that marriage and a family was the 

answer to everything. So I married Claude Hartz.” 

Her mother stated in her book “If It’s Tuesday… I Must Be Dead!” that at the Wedding Reception she spied 

this:  

“It was starting to get dark- I went to the powder room which was in a small hallway just off the entry to the 

apartment. As I left the bathroom, I had to give my eyes a moment to adjust to the darkness of the dimly lit 

apartment. There were two figures about three feet away from me standing close together, but I couldn’t 

make out who they were. As my eyes became accustomed to the dark, I could see there were two men with 

their arms wrapped around each other. It looked as if they were kissing, but I figured it was none of my 

business. After living in Hollywood for eight years, I was used to that kind of thing- even back in those days. 

I tried to be discreet and quiet, starting for the living room, when suddenly, I heard a familiar voice whisper, 

“Well, I pulled it off didn’t I ? ‘ I looked back at the two men. The voice had come from Roddy McDowall and 

he was talking to the tall bridegroom. It seemed that Claude was not only Roddy’s, secretary and friend, but 

also his lover. I don’t know if Tuesday ever believed the truth. I felt sick, but didn’t say a word to anybody.” 

 Yosene Weld said this about Claude Hartz. “Claude was good looking in a tall lean way, always 

peering out from behind black horn-rimmed glasses.” What was the purpose of this deception? Yosene 

thought it was to provide security for Roddy’s lover. I don’t’ agree. There was something else going on here. 

I believe Tuesday possibly loved Claude and wanted the marriage to work. He seemed to care for her a lot 

even if he loved Roddy too. Today we understand more about Bi-Sexually then we did back in the 60’s. He 

was a good father and doted over his daughter. What I think broke them up was the pressure of living a 

double life. There were too many secrets on both sides of that marriage to maintain a civil union. When I get 

to the deconstruction of LORD LOVE A DUCK I will go into the reasons for this marriage on Roddy’s part. 

But just let me say, I believe it was all about CONTROL, Control of Tuesday Weld’s life, her secret life as an 

Illuminati Priestess. She was getting a little too independent and she had to be brought back in line. Roddy 

was her mind control twin and he was the one who had to handle the situation. Another telling detail was the 

Wedding Picture. Tuesday Weld was married in New York City in 1965 and the wedding picture featured 

her sister, Sally and her husband, Howard Cooper, Yosene Weld, Roddy McDowall, Tuesday Weld Hartz, 

and Claude Hartz. Roddy and Tuesday were not smiling and Claude had a sly grin on his face. The most 

notable thing was that Roddy was wearing Claude’s black horn-rimmed glasses. I believe he was hinting 

that he still was in control of Claude and that he was still the boss. The marriage lasted until 1971 and 

Tuesday admitted that it had been a big mistake except for their beautiful daughter, Natasha that they both 

love dearly. 
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LIFE POEM- 

 When Tuesday was 22 years old she wrote an ingenious poem which served as a 

mini-autobiography. What she revealed in her poem was the most important aspects of her life up to that 

time. It is revealing in several different areas but the most important aspect was her observation about 

trees.  This might sound innocuous, but it isn’t. What it revealed was her Monarch Mind Control 

Programming. This poem was very important to her and I’m sure that it was probably a subconscious 

revelation that she did not fully comprehend when she wrote it. I will present the poem and then go into 

detail about its meaning.  

 

TUESDAY WELD 

 

1. How would I know. 

2. Carried on a lot. 

3. Soda and shoes. 

4. Work’s a bore. 

5. But I’m adored. 

6. I can’t read. 

7. Still can’t or even smile. 

8. I think I should go away for a while. 

9. I retired, quit, for once and all. 

10. I’ve had my share. 

11. When quitting fair. 

12. Tore my mother’s hair. 
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13. Well I really didn’t care. 

14. Grown and free, hated everyone. 

15. I saw a tree. 

16. Tried to kill my mother. 

17. Fell in love for one and all. 

18. Thought I’d leave him for another. 

19. I did. 

20. Had a birthday. 

21. Now I know real love for once and all. 

22 ½  I painted the tree of memory, and I gave as life, a gift, it away. 

23, I saw another tree. 

 

The poem reveals what events were significant to her in her life; her life as a childhood model, her brief 

retirement, her rebellious stage, conflicts with her mother, and broken love affairs. But while the author of 

her biography believes the line where she states she tried to kill her mother was the most telling, I believe 

that the lines about trees are the smoking gun to her life as a mind control victim. I will explain the 

significance of trees in mind control programming, so please be a little patient because it is a little 

complicated to explain without going into the total mind control educational program. The fact that she saw 

a tree is not something one usually reveals as the most important thing that happened to them in a year and 

surely not three separate years unless they attach supreme importance to the occasion. NOTE: She 

mentioned trees (3) three times. The first time was when she was fifteen (15) years old; when she was 

ordained a priestess. The last time she mentioned trees she was twenty-three (23) years old; when she was 

ordained The High Priestess. 

 

TREES- 

  

 The tree is a standard programming image upon which mind control programs are attached. The 

tree itself in the subconscious mind has strong roots, and it feels like DEATH. The victim receives the 

messages of the programming and roots it deep, deep, down into the Oak Tree. Remember, The Oak Tree 

is the structure that the mind control programs are attached to. Another name for the tree is the Cabalistic 

Tree of Life. There are several other types of trees that can be attached to a person’s programming, like The 

Ash, The Ygdrassil, The Willow, and The Tree of Evil. Each of these trees contain different programming 

structures that contain the codes, cues, triggers, or whatever you want to call these words, noises, sensory 

inputs that manipulate these poor victims into robotic slaves.  

For Example, In the Alice in Wonderland Programming it starts with the victim going down the tree, going 

through the mirror, going underneath something or growing tall. Each program has the tree as the starting 
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point of the programming. When the victim goes down in their mind, they go down on the inside of the trunk. 

Everything grows small and they go through a key hole. They drank a potion that makes them small as they 

go down the tree. A tree comes and wraps itself around them and loves them. The programs are layered 

into the subconscious mind and then the victim ascends up the tree and a backup amnesia program is 

brought up so the victim does not remember that they lost time. Total amnesia about the programming 

means no danger of revealing to anyone what has happened to them.  

 There are several types of amnesia that mind control victims are programmed with: 

1. Two-way amnesia- where neither alter personalities knows about the other’s existence. This is 

what most Programmers want for most alter personalities. They don’t want Multiples Atler 

Personalities to even know they are Multiples. 

2. One-way amnesia- Where Alter A Personality knows Alter B Personality, but Alter B Personality 

doesn’t know Alter A Personality. This can be accomplished by setting in one-way mirrors in the 

subconscious mind. 

3. Co-presence- This is when two Personality Alters can come on top of each other at the front of the 

mind, or conscious mind, and hold the body together. This produces some strange behavior for the 

Multiple Personality Victim, as the alters synthesize their thoughts. Example: When a tough Alter 

Personality comes up behind a Christian Alter Personality, the Christian Alter Personality may find 

itself letting loose a curse word without knowing where exactly it came from. When a Child Alter 

Personality comes up behind an Adult Alter Personality, The Adult Alter Personality finds itself 

talking like a child. Total Self Awareness between Alter Personalities is very rare. 

This programming has to do with splitting the mind into many different parts so alter personalities can 

be programmed with different skills. To the mind this looks like a small dot with shadows radiating out like 

rays from a dark sun. It is like a big mess after the torture and programming of the victim. The programmers 

have to clean up this mess in the mind so they use the imagery that best resembles the mess they made of 

the victim’s mind. The victim is told they have a tree with branches and leaves growing through them. The 

programs are attached to the victim’s mind by the trees and the branches that run through the mind of the 

victim. The Root Program of the Tree Programming is the method of organizing the various programs, just 

like a computer’s subdirectories branch out to more subdirectories. It is very powerful and if the 

programming is tampered with, the slave will want to cut the tree, however, the tree is inside their minds. 

This means they will very badly want to cut their arms, especially their veins, like the limbs on a tree. When 

Occult Rituals are to be performed the Tree will bud and this is one way the Tree connects to the Ritual 

Dates. If the Tree is barren of leaves, ie no programs, or even if the victim has been deprogrammed, then 

the victims programs can be told to grow more leaves. The system is very powerful and hard to overcome. 

The trees also contain GEMS which is the fruit of the trees. The fruit contains the programming that is fed to 

the internal minds of the victims. They eat of the fruit of the Tree of Evil. The Spirit Tree also contains the 

fruit of programing the spirit. The deepest part of the mind control slave is the Core or the heavenly essence 
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of God. It is mentally locked away below THE PIT at the bottom of the victims mind. It cannot be touched or 

the victim will die. This then is the imagery of the tree and why it was so important to Tuesday Weld to put it 

in her poem three times. She gave her TREE OF LIFE away as a gift. She was hopelessly enslaved by mind 

control, but she did not give it away as a gift, it was stolen from her and that is the tragedy of her life. 

   

MIRRORS- 

 The Importance of Mirrors in mind control programming, both external and internal mirrors, 

is paramount. The first splits of personality are the creation of mirrors and some mirror images are 

known to be placed into the mind of the victim even before the splitting of the mind. What do these 

mirrors represent and what are their functions?  Mirrors and lots of them are important in occult 

programming because they create images. They create so many internal images that one doesn’t 

know which way to go. Images are lies.  The mirrors create lies to control the mind of the victim so 

they do not know what reality is, what is fantasy, what is truth or what is falsehood.  Remember the 

Evil Queen from Snow White saying ‘Mirror, mirror on the wall, who’s the fairest of them all?’ This 

was a magical mirror and the programmers put magical mirrors in victim’s minds to deceive and 

control them. Demonic spirits control the mirrors and possess internal spiritual strength and energy 

to control their minds. Circus mirrors can be used to make the victim seem larger, smaller, weirdly 

shaped, and grotesque for programming purposes. Mirrors can be used to sexually enslave a 

victim with different alter personalities that crave sexual domination. 

EXAMPLE: 

The Melting Pot mind control program- 

A victim is programmed to activate the feeling of melting into the body of the master programmer. 

The slave will do anything for the master with this program. The melting is the ecstasy they feel with 

the master programmer when he says these words to them while they are under mind control 

programming, 

 

 

“MELT INTO YOUR MELTED MIRROR FOR AN ELCECTRIFYING RIDE. LOOK DEEP INTO THE 

BLACK OF MY MELTING MIRROR EYES. SEE YOU REFLECTING ME, REFLECTING YOU, 

REFLECTING ME, REFLECTING YOU, REFLECTING ME, REFLECTING YOU,….. UNTIL WE 

MELT TOGETHER AND SINK DEEP……XXXXXX…..INTO THE OTHER SIDE. MELT INTO MY 

MIRROR, YOU LOOSE YOURSELF INTO THE POOL OF LIQUID MIRROR. STEP INTO THE 

LOOKING GLASS, SINK DEEP WITHIN ITS POOL, AND STRADDLE THE DIMENSIONS IN 

TIME. I’LL SEE YOU THERE… ALONG WITH MY FRIENDS. SEE IT THROUGH THE LOOKING 

GLASS.  LOSE YOURSELF IN THE INFINITY MIRRORS.” 
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  This may seem like a rather silly thing to say to someone, but when you are drugged, 

traumatized, hypnotized, and compliant, it is mentally programmed into your mind into one of the 

alter personalities that had been created by the mind control programming. A very important point 

to remember is this programming has been going on for years and years and there have been so 

many traumas, fear, and conditioning instilled in the victim that they easily accept it into their minds. 

So did Tuesday Weld have an obsession with mirrors? Yes she did. She says 

“I stood in front of a full length mirror for hours and hours, admiring my figure, face and applying 

make-up.”  Well maybe a few minutes a day would be normal but hours and hours every day is a 

little excessive even for an actress.  

 Marilyn Monroe, another mind control victim, had the same obsession and stood in front of 

her full length mirror for hours and hours too. Lena Pepitone, Marilyn Monroe’s maid and caretaker, 

published her memories of the time she spent with Marilyn in 1979. Marilyn lived at 13 East Sutton 

Place, N.Y. on the 13
th
 floor. Here are a few quotes about Marilyn’s apartment. 

  “Floor –to-ceiling mirrors everywhere. Even the dining alcove at the rear of the living room 

had a table with a mirrored top. All the mirrors didn’t cheer things up.” 

 “Marilyn’s bedroom was definitely not a queen’s chamber…There were no paintings in the 

cramped, square room, only mirrors.” 

                                   JAYNE MANSFIELD 
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                 MARILYN MONROE 

Tuesday “When I look in the mirror, sometimes I see the child-woman they say I am. 

Sometimes I see a badly spoiled little brat I might well be. And sometimes I see nothing at all. “ 

 Many of the 60’s musicians were thought to have had mind control programming including 

Jimi Hendrix. Read the lyrics from one of his songs and ask yourself if he experienced mind control 

mirror image programming. 

“ROOM FULL OF MIRRORS” 

  

“I USED TO LIVE IN A ROOM FULL OF MIRRORS 

ALL I COULD SEE WAS ME 

WELL I TOOK MY SPIRIT AND I CRASHED MY MIRRORS 

NOW THE WHOLE WHOLD IS HERE FOR ME TO SEE 

I’VE GOT A WHOLE WORLD THAT’S HERE FOR ME TO SEE 

NOW I’M SEARCHING FOR MY LOVE TO BE 

 

BROKEN GLASS WAS FALLING IN MY BRAIN 

CUTTIN’ AND SCREAMIN’ AND CRYING IN MY BRAIN 

BROKEN GLASS WAS FALLING IN MY BRAIN  

IT USED TO FALL ON MY DREAMS AND CUT ME IN MY BED 

IT USED TO FALL ON MY DREAMS AND CUT ME IN MY BED 

I SAID MAKING LOVE WAS STRANGE IN MY BED 

 

 In mind control deprogramming it is very, very, dangerous to break the mirrors in your 

mind. It can lead to accessing a suicide program that most slaves cannot fight. This is an Evil, 
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Powerful, Destructive program that leads to death. 

 

 

TUESDAY WELD’S BEHAVORIAL PATTERNS- 

 

 Ms. Weld behavior over the years ranged from cooperative, friendly, and outgoing to 

reclusive, eccentric, outlandish, and even bizarre. Tremendous moods swings and secretive behavior can 

be an indication of mental health problems. She could go from sweetness to rage in seconds. Her mother 

witnessed this many times. Her mother described it as a raging, evil look in her eyes. Many times she would 

be talking on the phone and having a normal conversation when suddenly Tuesday would go into a rage 

and curse and scream at her. She said she could not figure out which Tuesday she was going to be talking 

to from one minute to the next. She stated Tuesday went to psychics, psychiatrics, healers, to find some 

kind of peace but it didn’t help. She experienced mercurial moods, ranging from happiness to despair.  

Tuesday “If I’m terribly happy I just don’t sleep at all, no matter how tired I am. Other times I’m 

terribly depressed. I stayed in bed for five days and the only time I got up was to eat. When I’m unhappy I 

can sleep around the clock.” Tuesday said “When I am depressed or bored I drift off into a world of dreams. 

All I want to do is sleep so I can go back into my dreams. I have fantastic dreams. Sleep is a great escape. 

I have dreams of escaping to the mountains- alone.” And not all her dreams are pleasant. She was haunted 

by a recurring nightmare in which she was blinded by thousands of lights pouring down on her. Between the 

lights she could see strange faces peering down at her. She disliked men with beards and would not date a 

man with a beard. This might be because she was put under programming tortures by psychiatrists or 

doctors with beards; the style back then. She had a white German Shephard she named “Wolf”, a totem 

name for sure. She took the dog everywhere she went and I’m sure she connected to the Wolf because it fit 

her persona so well, “A Wolf in Sheep’s Clothing.” The other reason could be she felt protected somewhat 

from the strange faced people. She once quoted about a diet she was on “I was on a vegetation diet.” A 

malapropism that was an unconscious slip of the tongue about how she was reduced to a vegetable state, 

starved and shocked in the isolation tanks of programming. 

What Tuesday just described is what victims experience when they go through programming.  The 

lights are the sparks you see when you are being electrocuted and tortured. You want to escape to sleep 

and just be away and alone. Safe, Safe, Safe.  SAFE FROM YOUR TORMENTORS. 

More than anything else she longed to be alone. Tuesday “I like to be alone. I don’t like being 

watched over. I don’t like anyone hovering over me.” “I’m always lonely. I like the warmth of people. Some 

people generate warmth. There are very few who actually do. I’m always seeking that kind of person.” 

“I always had difficulty keeping friends.” After one month I invariably lost interest in them. It’s not that I don’t 

like people, It’s just I wish there were more people to like. When people give me a bad time, or talk behind 

my back, I’m can’t say I really dislike them. You save your hate for something juicy. I’m just mainly 
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indifferent about people who don’t inspire or stimulate me.” “I get ornery, impatient, and snappy when I’m 

disappointed in people.”  “One of my favorite things is to be alone. Sometimes I like to be alone for a couple 

of days just thinking, writing, drawing, or driving up a new street that I never drove on. “   

“All my life is a turning point. “ “I do not ever want to be a huge star. Do you think I want success? I 

turned down Bonnie and Clyde because I was nursing at the time, but also down deep I knew that it was 

going to be a huge success. The same was true of Bob and Carol and Ted and Sue or whatever it was 

called. It reeked of success.”  “If I found myself in a commercial success, I’d probably go into a STATE OF 

SHOCK. If I get out of this UNDERGROUND THING and become commercial, I don’t know what I would do. 

“ 

All these quotes are perfectly in line with a person that has been under mind control programming. She had 

trouble sustaining friendships, wanted to be alone, wanted to escape, lost interest in people very quickly, 

and didn’t want too much success. Her UNDERGROUND THING was the role of Illuminati Priestess and it 

took up a great deal of her time. 

Pauline Kael and John Simon once wrote about Tuesday Weld and it makes me think they may 

have had a great deal of knowledge about the mind control programming world. 

Pauline Kael “With her Alice in Wonderland forehead, and her calm, wide eyes, she’s like a great 

pumpkin-head doll, and she doesn’t express pain, - just a beautiful blobby numbness that suggests childlike 

abstraction as much as suffering. “ 

 John Simon “Miss Weld, a critics’ darling, moves blandly, talks uninflectedly, and looks as blank as 

an unsigned check; she reveals, to be sure, a perfect inner emptiness.” 

I couldn’t have said it better myself in describing how a mind control victim looks and acts. 

 

 

 Her mother noted that Tuesday would disappear for days and no one would know where she had gone. 

This happened so many times her mother said that she had the worse sense of direction of anyone she 

knew. She would never tell her mother where she was during these episodes, even though she asked her 

numerous times for an explanation.  When queried Tuesday would tell her mother she got lost driving. One 

time she returned home wearing a BLOODY SWEATSHIRT and told her mother she broke up a fight 

between two people. Her mother was a little skeptical about the whole affair.  

 Sometimes she could come across as someone that was completely different than the normal 

acting Tuesday Weld. She could change her personality at the drop of a hat. 

Example: When she was young she starred in a movie called “Bachelor Flat”. One of the stars of the picture 

was Terry-Thomas, the gap-toothed British comedian/actor. Here is what he wrote in his autobiography,” 

What I remember most about “Bachelor Flats” was the extraordinary behavior of Tuesday Weld. She 

earned the distinction of being the most frightening person I had ever come across—a title she still holds.” 

She dated Gary Lockwood and they argued constantly and both of them suffered from violent moods 
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swings. It takes a tough person to date Tuesday Weld, but she quoted this about Gary, “I’ve finally meet my 

master.” He showed up at her home the night it burned down. 

 

HOUSE FIRE- 

 

In 1971 Tuesday had flown to Catalina Island on some unknown business and received a call that her 

house in the Hollywood Hills near Malibu had burnt down.  She could not find a boat to take her to the 

mainland because of high winds and all the telephone lines were down. She was frantic because her 

daughter was at the home with the maid. She finally made it back and she related what she found when she 

arrived. 

“When I finally got back, where my house had been was just about four or five piles of ashes. And I was 

walking through it thinking, ‘Am I walking through my daughter? ‘’’ Luckily, the maid had checked on 

Natasha and saw there were flames all around the room. She grabbed the baby and escaped but the maid 

lost most of her hair from the fire.  

 She had lost her house, divorced her husband, Claude Hartz, and her car had broken down. She 

stated all her roots had just exploded all at once. She confided to Rex Reed, the movie critic,  

“I know something’s wrong. I’m a displaced person. I really feel I’m starting everything all over again.” 

“Half of me feels so incredibly old and tired, and the other half hasn’t even begun, hasn’t touched the good, 

whole part of life. That’s why I’m wandering around. I’m suspended, floating, I’m not happy and I’m not sad. 

But for the first time I feel really free. Free from my husband. Free from my mother.” 

She stated “It’s been a pattern in my life that when something has been completed, it has always meant 

disaster of some kind. When I had my house just the way I like it, it burned down. If something is not 

completed , it means life is going on and you still have something more to do., but God forbid that you have 

it all finished and fixed and set- Death!” “I am a defeatist. I thrive on misery. That’s been true ever since I 

was born.” 

On her cult status: “I may be self-destructive, but I like taking chances with movies. I like challenges and I 

also like the particular position I’ve been in all these years, with people wanting to save me from all the awful 

films I’ve been in. I’m happy being a legend. I think The Tuesday Weld Cult is a very nice thing.  

 

SIDE NOTE: The day Tuesday Weld’s house burnt down her mother, Yosene Weld was keeping Bill 

Cosby’s three young daughters. She had taken them to see a movie. The movie was FANTASIA. This is 

significant in relation to Tuesday Weld’s early mind control programming. Fantasia is unique as a 

programming tool in that it had almost everything the programmers needed to create the foundational 

imagery for their trauma based mind control. To build a dependent Alter Personality System means that the 

internal worlds need a solid foundation. Fantasia has provided the means to get a solid foundation for the 

internal worlds that the Illuminati slaves build in their minds. It is a masterpiece in coordinating color and 
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music. Yosene Weld babysit many celebrities children for the Babysitters Guild, a name that might be a 

take-off on the Lollipop Guild from the Wizard of Oz, the first major movie that was used to mind control 

program young children.  

 

 

THE DECONSTRUCTION OF 

LORD OF A DUCK 
 

 

 

 

 To deconstruct a movie as complex as Lord Love A Duck you need to remember that the movie 

was not made exclusively for the general movie going audience. It was a celebration of the coronation of an 

Illuminati Priestess. It was not only a wild and crazy tribute to the swinging 60’s and a satirical black comedy 

to boot, it was a crazy lampoon of all the idiosyncrasies of 60’s American Pop Culture, (celebrity worship, 

youth culture, beach party movies, consumerism, the school system, pop-psychiatry, religious attitudes 

about sex, the fast food industry, fashion, murder, suicide, and much more.)  George Axelrod jokes in the 

promotional short that Lord Love a Duck “may look like a beach picture, but is actually a booby trap.”  It is a 

dark, dark, dark, and foreboding film. What I am going to reveal will shock and awe many people who have 

seen the movie numerous times and had not gleamed its hidden, occult message. Many movie reviewers 

stated that it foreshadowed the turbulent times of the 60’s and the alienation between parents, the 

establishment, and social norms, ie. “The Generation Gap.” Well, it was much more than that and what it did 

foreshadow had a long lasting effect on our generation. The expression itself “Lord Love a Duck” is a long 

winded rhyme for an expletive that has to remain unuttered in polite company. It is a mild expression of 

surprise once well known in Britain and dating back to the early twentieth century. I would venture that a 

modern equivalent to this would be “Well, I’ll be damned.” This would be a most excellent name for the 

movie, I think. 

 Where to begin? I believe the best place to focus our immediate attention is on the director of the 

movie, George Axelrod.  
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 GEORGE AXELROD (June9, 1922 - June21, 2003) was an American screenwriter, producer, 

playwright, and film director, best known for his play,” The Seven Year Itch” (1952), which was adapted into 

a movie of the same name starring Marilyn Monroe. He was nominated for an Academy Award for his 1961 

adaptation of Truman Capote’s” Breakfast at Tiffany’s’ and also adapted Richard Condon’s” The 

Manchurian Candidate” (1962). 

 His stage hit was “Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter?” a Faustian comedy about a fan magazine 

writer (Orson Bean) selling his soul to the Devil (in the guise of a literary agent) to become a successful 

screenwriter. Let’s hope our George Axelrod wasn’t caught in the Devil’s Bargain. The movie version 

starred Jayne Mansfield, who is profiled later in “ Lord Love a Duck.” In the trailer to” Lord Love a Duck” the 

narrator referred to him as a Master Alchemist. I thought this was a rather appropriate title for the director of 

“Lord Love a Duck”, and the script writer of “The Manchurian Candidate”. After all he was transmuting Lead 

into Gold, or Esoteric Knowledge and Occult Symbolism into Magical Stories on the Silver Screen. “The 

Manchurian Candidate” was a foreshadowing of the Kennedy assassination where the killing was blamed 

on a patsy who many believe had been brainwashed to commit the killing. The Robert Kennedy 

assassination plus the Dr. Martin Luther King assassination, both were supposedly committed by 

“Lone-Gun Assassins”. These were the Three (3) Ritual Murders of the 1960’s heralding in the New Order 

of the Ages. It also revealed for the first time the system of mind control that would become a plague on our 

times. If this was true then I asked myself exactly what was” Lord Love a Duck” all about and what did it 

foreshadow. Shot in 1965 and released in 1966, it was not a huge success, but has become something of a 

cult favorite today. Although many think it is disjointed and loose I tend to disagree. It is a movie that has a 

message. Every scene, every action in the movie delivers a message. If you know what to 

look for and how to interpret it, you can be in on the secret that has been hidden in plain sight for almost fifty 

years. 

 So saddle up partners and get ready for a wild ride. 

 David Sanjek does an excellent job of describing the opening scene. 

“The plot opens in media res, as a cap-and-gown clad, oddly squawking young man (Roddy McDowall) is 

being chased- first by his peers, and then by a group of inept policemen (Keystone Kops), at last to the roof, 
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where he surrenders. The scene cuts to his interview with a weary psychiatrist, with whom he insists he 

records his “statement”, that is, the extended flashback that comprises the remainder of the film. Identified 

as Allen Musgrave, a.k.a. Mollymauk, he insists that he only wanted to fulfill the dreams of Barbara Ann 

Greene (Tuesday Weld), “whose deepest and most heartfelt yearnings,” he adds, “express with a kind of 

touching lyricism, the total vulgarity of our time.” 

 Well that kind of sums up the whole movie’s theme. It is about fulfilling the dreams of Tuesday Weld 

to be famous: “Everyone has got to love me.” Alan promises he will deliver her desires, sounding like an 

earnest but youthful Mephistopheles. But what is being delivered is much more than “The Wish to have 

people Love her.” She is loved by the Lords of the Earth and all the Worshippers of the Druids. In secret she 

ruled and in secret she has remained all these years until being outed a few years ago by a few brave souls. 

She is said to have left the Order in 1991 and retired to the mountains of Colorado. She has not answered 

any of the accusations against her or made a statement to the press or anyone for that matter about what 

she makes of these inflammatory stories.  

 

                  OPENING CREDITS TO THE MOVIE- 
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 First there appears an Eye representing the All-Seeing-Eye of the Illuminati. Then the Mollymauk 

bird is shown holding what appears to be an Egyptian Ankh in its mouth,” The Egyptian symbol for the Key 

of Life.” The Ankh is rounded at the bottom but still it is an Ankh. Then the All-Seeing-Eye is shown again 

with the word  “Starring” (Starring the Illuminati All-Seeing-Eye)  above it. The symbols of the Eye and 

Ankh are shown as cartoonish but they are anything but cartoonish. The theme song “Lord Love a Duck” by 

the Wild Ones accompanies the opening credit with a short montage of scenes from the movie. The song is 

catchy and a little bit strange. Also strange, in particular, is the scene with Roddy McDowall aka Allen 

“Mollymauk” Musgrave is spinning in a chair at a furious pace. Another is Sally Grace (Lynn Cary) dancing 

in a very interesting Bikini. Each of these scenes will be explained later in our analysis. There is one scene 

in the opening montage that has to be explained. There is a scene where Martin West who plays Bob 

Barnard winks at us three (3) different times. 

 The Number Three (3), “The Most Magical Of All Magical Numbers.”   

  

The number 3 is always the number used before any mind control action and in ritual practices. The 

summoning of spirits and demons in rituals calls for the caller to repeat the demon’s or spirit’s name three 

times. Occult Ritual and Magical Numbers are indispensable to each other in Illuminati/Druidic Ceremonies. 

 In mind control parlance a wink indicates two separate things: 

 1. Pay attention and listen to what I have to say. 

 2. There is very important information that is going to be presented. 

 So even at the beginning of the movie the select are being told how important it is to pay attention 

to important information that they are about to receive. Another important clue to what is going on is when 

Tuesday Weld is shown, there is a picture of a silent film actress who I believe was the first Movie Illuminati 

Priestess. I’m not sure which one she was but I’m sure the readers will be able to trace the lineage. There 

are several candidates but I simply can’t pin down which one to choose from because they look so much 

alike. Barbara Ann Greene. Her name takes on occult significance with the color green. Green is the highest 

color in Satanism and it is the sacred color of the Druids. It is not red as many people believe. 

 Next is the Statement: 

“A Little Knowledge is a Dangerous Thing 

Go to School 

Get a Little Knowledge 

Live Dangerously” 

 Now those are words of to live by for everyone, right?  

 There is a quick shot of young people dancing where a young man walks backward through the 

scene in the background and seconds later he walks backward through the scene again. Weird and I’m not 

sure what it means, if anything. 
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SCENE: 

Allen is first seen jumping from the caterpillar tractor and running into the school and going to the 

roof being chased by Keystone Kops. He jumps on top on the concrete slab that has the name of Barbara 

Ann and Mollymauk engraved in it. He gets a sublime look on his face, spreads his hands out like the wings 

of the Mollymauk, and surrenders to the police. Mission Accomplished! 

 

SCENE:       ALLEN SEES THE EASTER BUNNY? 

 Alan is now in the office of a bored psychiatrist and she is administering a Rorschach test, a 

psychological test in which a subject’s interpretations of standard inkblot patterns are used to analyze 

personality and detect emotional disorders. While Allen sees nice things like flowers, birds, trees, peaceful 

rivers, happy children, clouds even the Easter Bunny, the psychiatrist insists he is fighting her and should 

be seeing dirty things.  He sees a brightly colored butterfly. She loses her temper so he does a quick 

psychological evaluation of her behavior and commands her to get him his tape recorder, transistor radio 

and a corn beef sandwich on rye. She calls him a creep but obeys his instructions. He takes control of the 

situation. Monarch Mind Control uses butterfly imagery for programming and many of its victims have 

Butterfly tattoos.  

 

SCENE:             LONGFELLOW’S SERENADE  

 

 

  

The next scene shows Allen in his cell recording a confession. Why he did it? He will explain starting at the 

beginning.  Barbara Ann Greene. They met a year ago a night before school opened. He arranged it that 

way. She is in the woods practicing throwing her baton in the air. It doesn’t come down because Alan is in 

the tree and he grabs it. He is like a night owl waiting for his prey and then he swoops down out of the tree. 

“Plan Ahead he says, That’s my motto. At least one of them.”  He asks her if she would like to see the 

school because he has the keys. Keys are an important element in the movie. He turns off the lights and 

tells her she is scared, which she denies, and then he makes a squawking sound like a bird jumping around 

her in the dark. He is like an Owl. He opens the door to an elevator to take her to the roof. While on the 

elevator they have a curious conversation. 
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She says “I went to Longfellow last year.” 

Allen “I went to Irving.” 

Barbara Ann “I thought they would never finishing consolidating. I can just see ending my days at stinking 

ole Longfellow.” 

Allen “Your school days, you mean.” 

Barbara Ann “What?”  

Allen “ Never mind……… What’s your major?” 

 If you look closely at Roddy and Tuesday you will see a look exchanged between them that is so 

personal and intimate it is almost lurid. She breaks out into a big smile and tells him her major; but the 

moment was about that split second of intimacy between the two of them. Tuesday has always had close 

intimate relationships with gay men and I believe she and Roddy also had an intimate relationship (Twin 

Soul Mates). You have to see this scene to catch this great classic moment. It was also a very funny 

moment for both of them because, guess what folks? Roddy McDowall’s nickname was Longfellow. Yes, he 

was infamous for having a very prodigious private member and the remark made Tuesday blush, smile, and 

stick out her tongue. She went to Longfellow (Roddy) and he went to Irving (A boyfriend). 

Barbara Ann “Adolescent Ethics and Commercial Relationships. I opted for Cosmetology but they 

‘PROGRAMMED ME INTO PLANT SKILLS FOR LIFE.’ They used to call it Botany or something. They’re 

making me take it too.” Here she slams her baton on the floor of the elevator. 

Allen “How Medieval of them.”  

That is a very concise statement by Tuesday Weld about her mind control programming where she had 

been conditioned and programmed with planted behavior, preparing her to be the next Illuminati Priestess. 

She sounds like she wasn’t exactly thrilled by the honor.  With this statement in her own words, even if it 

was in a movie script, we now know that she could have been consciously or unconsciously aware of her 

role. That is quite a revelation because very few people are granted that type of awareness. She was then 

and is today a very special and unique person. 

 

SCENE:                KEYS TO THE KINGDOM 
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 Now they arrive on the roof and he shows her a wet concrete slab where he says they are going to 

put their names. There is a message in front of the slab that says DANGER; an omen of things to come. He 

draws a bird in the concrete and says “It is a bird thought to be extinct, but it isn’t.” He etches the name 

MOLLYMAUK & in the concrete and hands the stick to Barbara Ann to write her name. She says she feels 

like a movie star with her name in cement and all.” Here you see a flash forward to the scene where she 

meets her public after becoming famous. Allen “If that’s what you want?” Barbara Ann “Someday.”  

Barbara Ann “You cheated. Where’s your name?” Allen “Right there, Mollymauk, a bird thought to be 

extinct.”  

Here Barbara Ann calls on Mollymauk. Barbara Ann “ Mollymauk, Mollymauk, Mollymauk.”  

She repeats the name three (3) times as per ritual invocation. Three (3) times is the number always used to 

invoke ancient demons and spirits.  Allen swings the keys back and forth before Barbara Ann’s eyes 

putting her into a trance with the keys suspended over the concrete block. The concrete block represents a 

symbolic keystone, the designation of which, when set in place, “keys” or locks the whole. She is now 

locked into a contract which she cannot break. 

 

 

 

Barbara Ann “That’s Crazy.”  

Allen pulls out his keys with the Mollymauk idol on the key chain.  

Allen “Talk to me. Talk to Mollymauk.” 

Allen swings the keys in front of Barbara Ann and she goes into a trance. She is already under hypnosis. 

Allen “Just tell Mollymauk.”  

She bares her soul to Mollymauk. “ Everybodys got to love me. Everybody. This is my year. My horoscope 

says I am going to be famous. I’m a Capricorn and I can’t miss. I deserve it to.  I’ve been very good. I 

haven’t done bad things with boys.  Well a little. But not really bad. And only if I like a boy.” 

Allen shakes the keys and she comes out of trance. She asked him what he was doing with those keys. 

Allen “They open everything.”  
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Barbara Ann “They do?”  

Allen “Hum.” 

 

 

 

Barbara Ann has invoked Mollymauk and told him her desires in trance. She wants to be famous. Her 

horoscope said she would. You will recall the Scottish Druid? Nurse who did the horoscope at her birth and 

told her mother she would be famous. Are you starting to see how this movie is really about Tuesday Weld? 

 

 

  

Who is Mollymauk? Well we know that the Illuminati god is Moloch/Molech. So all you have to do is a little 

phonetic anagram and you have your answer. Mollymauk rearranged is:  Ym Mollauk .  

 ‘I’m Moloch or I’m Molech”  

 Moloch is one of the ancient Canaanite/Phoenician deities worship by the Illuminati, ie. The 

Brotherhood, The Network, The Order. Moloch was the Canaanite god to whom sacrifices were offered and 

these were the children of the worshippers. This was Sun Worship and Saturn (Satan) Worship all mixed in 

together. The Canaanite version of Moloch was a Bull. In the Bible Jeremiah 32:35 

“And they built the high places of Baal, which are in the valley of the son of Hinnom, to cause their sons and 

their daughters to pass through the fires unto Molech; which I commanded them out,   

neither came it into my mind, that they should do this abomination, to cause Judah to sin.” 
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The English Dictionary references; “Something possessing the power to exact severe sacrifice.” 

So if you call upon Moloch for help you will be expected to make severe sacrifices. Barbara Ann makes 

severe sacrifices in the movie to obtain her wishes. What sacrifices did Tuesday Weld have to make in real 

life, I wonder? 

Molech is represented at the Bohemian Grove where the Bohemians dress in red-hooded robes and black 

hooded robes and stand at the base of a 40 foot stone Owl and burn an effigy of   

“Care” “The Cremation of Care Ceremony”  in a roaring fire, ostensibly to free the members from the 

tension of everyday life so they can spend a couple of carefree weeks in retreat. All the world leaders, 

Illuminati, famous people, rich people and others are members of this exclusive club in the Red Wood 

Forest of California. They decide the fate of the world in a camp setting every year. This is done at the 

Bilderberger Meetings also. Women are supposedly not allowed but I wonder if they made an exception in 

Ms. Weld’s case. 

 

 

SCENE:                HEY, HE STARTED IT! 
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They drive up to the make out spot and Barbara Ann tells him she knows where he is going.  

Allen “Mollymauk doesn’t park , he makes lazy circles in the sky.” 

He spot lights all the couples making out, but when he spot lights Sally Grace (Lynn Carey) and her 

boyfriend the Football Star, Billy Gibbons (Dave Draper), he makes them mad and Billy gets out of the car 

and confronts Allen. Allen beats him up, which is not what you would expect in that confrontation. What 

should we make of this incongruous scene? “Ah, that’s the Rub.” This is a very pivotal moment in the story 

and one that starts a whole series of events that shape Tuesday’s life. What we have here is struggles 

between two separate priestesses that believe they are the chosen ones. Sally Grace and Billy are the 

embodiment of Jayne Mansfield and Mickey Hargitay. Sally Grace was the most popular girl in high school 

and Billy Gibbons was her protector, boyfriend. In reality, Mickey Hargitay was Jayne’s protector and 

husband. Mickey Hargitay was Mr. Universe and Dave Draper (Billy Gibbons) was Mr. Universe.  
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Figure 1 DAVE DRAPER 

 
Figure 2 MICKEY HARGITAY 

What you just witnessed were the Illuminati (Moloch) asserting dominance over the Jayne 

Mansfield camp and sending the message that Tuesday Weld was the high priestess and not her. Mickey 

Hargitay can’t protect you because we have selected the high priestess. Tuesday was made a priestess 

when she was 15 years old and now it was time for her to assume the role of high priestess. Jayne 

Mansfield, while a darling of Anton Lavey and the High Priestess of the Church of Satan, was not the 

chosen one to hold the highest office within the Druidic Council. Was Jayne Mansfield really a Satanist and 
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High Priestess of the Church of Satan? Well, she says her interest was just a publicity stunt but that is not 

the kind of stunt that gets you positive publicity and she was all about good publicity. Apparently Jayne had 

a very deep interest in the Occult and Supernatural World. Her best friends were rumored to have said that 

she would perform black magic rituals and wander around cemeteries at night. She was obsessed with 

Success and would do anything in order to get it. After meeting Anton Lavey, she was initiated into the 

Church of Satan. Her initiation was a huge event, with a celebratory party with Pink Baphomet Adorned 

Presents. It is really hard to argue with this observation after you view the photographs taken at the 

ceremony. Levay stated she would plead with him for Satanic Blessings and curses, calling him several 

times a day for blessings on her work. She had a falling out with Lavey and he was to have supposedly put 

a death curse on her boyfriend, Sam Brody. 

 

 Anton Levy came to their home and had a “Photo Session” with the family. I could only find one 

photo of this session but I would love to see the rest of the pictures. What did Anton Lavey have to say about 

Tuesday Weld?  In a long forgotten book, “Poplar Witchcraft” which was published by Bowling Green 

University in 1972, Anton Lavey in an interview stated “The Satanic Bible” was partially dedicated to 

Tuesday Weld because “she was the embodiment of the goddess” and was “part of the ritual.” What a 

strange statement to say about someone who was not a member of The Church of Satan and supposedly 

had no involvement in the Occult.  He also named Marilyn Monroe but spoke of Tuesday Weld as a more 

intelligent and emotionally stable living approximation of Marilyn Monroe and Jayne Mansfield who 

managed to avoid the masochistic fate of her predecessors by eschewing stardom and the public eye.  

This was the first shot over the bow in their conflict.  What follows is written into the plot in coming scenes. 

I recommend the photo book “SEXBOMB - The Life and Death of Jayne Mansfield” by Guus Luuters/Gerard 

Timmer to learn more about her movie career.  Stay Tuned. 
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SCENE:       THE OWL AND THE PUSSY CAT 

 Allen drives Tuesday home in his car. Allen “Molymauk doesn’t fool around as you may have 

noticed.” It’s just the beginning Barbara Ann. Just tell Mollymauk. He’ll get it for you. Oh, Mollymauk has lots 

of tricks. Lots of fun. Mollymauk will show you things you never even thought of.” He again puts her in trance 

with the key chain with the Mollymauk bird icon. But the Mollymauk icon is an OWL not the albatross bird of 

the cement etching. The OWL is the Illuminati symbol for Moloch. It was an owl in the earlier scene also but 

it was not as clear to the eye. Allen “You don’t have to do anything. Just Relax.” This is a reaffirmation of 

what she will be given as the next High Priestess. All her dreams will come true. 

Her mother arrives home with her date. She is drunk and so is her date. She doesn’t remember her date’s 

name. Her mother may be something besides a cocktail waitress ie. Maybe a part-time call girl (Sex Kitten). 

Her mother, Marie (Lola Albright) says “When she was small I took her to a gypsy. This little girl is going to 

cause a lot of trouble. Isn’t that what the gypsy said honey? 

Wow talk about prescience. Tuesday’s mother, Yosene was very close and lived for a time with a gypsy 

woman who owned a night club in Greenwich Village where artists, musicians and the like hung out. She 

might have taken Tuesday there when she was small. Many scenes in this movie seem to be added to hint 

at Tuesday being a very special person whose fate was written in the stars. 

SCENE:       MIRROR, MIRROR ON THE WALL, WHO’S THE FAIREST 

KITTEN OF ALL? 
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The next scene shows her mother, Marie sitting in front of a make-up mirror with a larger mirror reflecting 

Barbara Ann and the mirror’s double reflection. Three mirror images in one scene. The make-up mirror 

distorts Marie’s image making her look ugly and grotesque. The make-up mirror has mirrors on both sides. 

The three (3) mirrors are a dead giveaway that mind control is part of what is going on with Marie. This will 

come into play in the later scenes. Above Marie’s bed is a picture of spotted leopards. Many mind control 

female victims think of themselves as Cats. Their strongest image is becoming a Wild Cat. The Beta sexual 

slave personality alters and sexual models are called “Kittens” and perform sexual favors for their 

programmers and others. They receive the worse kind of abuse; beyond what most people’s imagination 

can picture. Marie’s get-up is a cat-like costume with a tail. What a tip off that she is a kitten-alter 

personality.                         Jayne Mansfield- Tiger Alter Image  

 

 

 

SCENE:             ATTITUDE ALLEN, ATTITUDE! 
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The next scene shows students entering Consolidated High School with Sally Grace and Billy Gibbons 

holding hands walking in the crowd. Harvey Korman as the new principal Weldon Emmett, lately of Irving 

High, looks out the window making observations about the students. He gets on the intercom addressing 

the students who are all bored. Some of the students are wearing sunglasses in class which is not what you 

would expect in a normal classroom. The teacher looks on amused. When he mentions the word movie 

stars, Barbara Ann starts to daydream about when she becomes a star. Allen is called into the principal’s 

office for a conference. He remembers Allen from Irving High School. He chastises him for beating up on 

Billy and keeping him from playing on the football team because of his injury. He tells Allen the important 

thing is “Attitude.”  

Principal Emmett “Billy might have been seriously injured, that he wasn’t was a matter more of   luck than 

judgment on your part.” 

Allen “I wanted to kill him.” 

Principal Emmett “I don’t think we ought to kid about something like this Allen. 

Allen “I wasn’t kidding. I tried to finish him off. You see some people they remember things better that way. 

Now they’ll know.  

Principal Emmett “You know what I think? I think we should forget the whole thing. Time heals all wounds. 

Someday we’ll look back on this and have a good laugh, huh.” 

Allen “Mr. Emmett, a word of advice. You have a good thing going here. Don’t blow your cool.” 

That was a direct warning to Jayne Mansfield that the next time it would be fatal for both of them to interfere 

with their decision.   “Now they’ll know.”  Message sent Loud and Clear. 

NOTE: The sunglasses the students wore in class are a macabre hint to a future murder scene. 

 

SCENE:             RIGHT BACK AT YOU, BITCH! 
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The scene now shifts to the confrontation between Barbara Ann and Sally Grace in the girl’s locker 

room. They are getting dressed for gym when Sally Grace (Jayne Mansfield Figure) makes snide remarks 

about Barbara Ann’s sweater. She refers to her own Cashmere sweater (genuine qualifications) and 

remarks that Barbara Ann’s fake sweater (fake qualifications) is so much better in resisting heat and how 

much cheaper it is. Barbara Ann points to Sally Grace’s pin and ask if that is Billy Gibbons pin?   

Barbara Ann “He tried to give it to me last year. Is he a crazy kid!”  “How’d you get it?”  Right back 

at you Bitch!  Barbara Ann takes no crap from anyone.  This possibly was a jab at Jayne Mansfield that 

Anton Levay had asked her to join the Church of Satan and she turned him down. She invites Barbara Ann 

to join the Cashmere Sweater Club, see (Priestess Cult) knowing she doesn’t have the necessary sweaters 

(qualifications) to join. Sally Grace “All you need are 12 Cashmere sweaters to join.” (Twelve Unique 

Qualifications.) 

 In the next scene she is in a classroom with Allen and Allen is spinning around in his chair. He 

spins exactly three (3) times. Spinning is a technique to put mind control victims into an altered state. Allen 

is demonstrating this technique before he tells Barbara Ann what they must do to achieve her goal. There 

will be a sacrifice to be had for this wish. He writes a formula on the chalk board to achieve the goal.  

(F+D) G / Father plus Divorce = Guilt -  Make your father feel really guilty. Guilty squared. 

(F+D) G squared-- S        Father plus Divorce + Guilt Squared = Sweaters. 

Barbara Ann “Guilty enough for 12 sweaters?” 

Allen shakes his head and writes 12 +1=13, the NUMBER THIRTEEN (13) on the chalk board. The 

arrow he draws to the 13 looks like a devil’s tail. Well now we have it.” The Esoteric Sacred Number of the 

Illuminati, THE NUMBER 13.” 

Tuesday Weld will achieve the highest rank as an Illuminati Priestess with the ranking of 13.  

Allen “It’s the new math, Barbara Ann.”     It certainly is. It certainly is. 

 

SCENE:       DON’T YOU JUST LOVE IT! 

 Morning at Barbara Ann’s Home: Marie has a hangover. Her father, Howard Greene (Max 

Showalter) shows up to take her out. He is a character and it has been a while since he’s seen her. He asks 

her how the Bunny Business is and she says she is not a bunny? Is her ex-husband making a sly reference 

to her part-time job? She says she is a cocktail waitress but actually she is a part-time party girl (a cat alter 
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personality sex kitten.) Barbara Ann makes him feel guilty and starts working on him at a fast food drive-in. 

It is a scene of them pigging out and manic laughter. Almost sexual in its implications, they feed each other 

food and giggle. This leads instantly to the sweater store with Barbara Ann trying on sweaters with colors 

that suggest sexual intent. Daniel Rapp says of this scene. “Oh, and the movie contains the following scene, 

in which Barbara Ann and her father go out to get her some cashmere sweater she so badly desired The 

result is one of the most awkwardly hilarious, and just plain wrong scenes in the history of film. And just to 

save you the trouble of rereading the previous sentence after you watch the clip; to make sure you 

understand it correctly, yes that’s her father. While an uproarious scene, the level of WTF is off the chart.” 

Another reviewer wrote “Every film that starts out to offend (as most black comedies do) needs at 

least one set-piece moment of sublime vulgarity. Lord Love a Duck boasts an irresistibly over-the-top 

shopping spree for cashmere sweaters that erupts into a father/daughter consumer orgy. The 

screwball/suggestive colors of the sweaters provide as many laughs as the incestuously orgasmic reactions 

they elicit: Grape Yum-Yum, Banana Beige, Lemon Meringue, Pink Put-On, Papaya Surprise, Periwinkle 

Pussycat, Turquoise Trouble, Midnight A-Go-Go, and Peach Put-Down. At this point in the film I was aware 

that I liked Lord Love a Duck, but after this scene, I knew I LOVED IT. This sequence is absolutely the best 

in mainstream cinema weirdness.” 

Barbara Ann got her sweaters but the price she paid was to make her father feel guilty and even get 

him incestuously leering at her. Also she probably bankrupted him over all the expensive sweaters he 

bought her. She used her father’s guilt to get herself material things. There’s always a price, always a 

sacrifice. 
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SCENE:                  AND BE ON TIME! 
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Allen convinces her to apply for the secretary job opening with the principal, Weldon Emmett. He questions 

her about why she wants the job. She flatters him to get out of her Plant Skills class. She leans over his desk 

seductively and he notices her sweater and inquiries about what kind of sweater it is that she is wearing. He 

feels her sweater. Barbara Ann “It’s Midnight A-Go-Go.” And she tells him she has a different one for every 

day. Principal Emmett “I don’t want you to worry your pretty little head about Plant Skills.’ Midnight 

A-Go-Go.’ ” She goes on to tell him he will love her new sweater Peach Put Down. 

Principal Emmett “You report to work tomorrow, alright?” He breaks the pencil in his mouth he was chewing 

on. She plays with his microphone blowing on it in a sexually suggestive way. They take turns blowing on 

the microphone. Almost like a little sexual foreplay.  She has actually seduced the principal of her high 

school to get what she wanted. Always a price, Always a sacrifice. 

 

SCENE:       MY FAVORITE SPOT 

 The next scene is in her cosmetology class. The wall of the cosmetology class contains 5 pictures 

but three (3) of the pictures are significant to our study. Two of the pictures are of African women, one with 

an enlarged lip and the other with a ring in her nose. This is not exactly the style taught to young women in 

high school in the 1960’s or even now. The other two photos are of the first Illuminati Movie Priestess, 

possibly Theta Bara and the current Movie Priestess, Jayne Mansfield. Remember Sally Grace represents 

Jayne Mansfield in the movie.  Also present is a head model for wigs that had only one eye, the 

representation of the All-Seeing-Eye in the classroom. In the center of the pictures is a head shot of a man 

with tattoos covering his face. What does a tattooed face have to do with beauty in a high school 

cosmetology class? Who is this man? One guess would be “The Illustrated Man” sci-fi stories written by Ray 

Bradbury about future events including Nuclear War.  I can see talking about the other cultures but 

something is very strange here. Placing these pictures here was a sly move, one that no one ever noticed 

before. The teacher, Mrs. Swartz is talking about how some cultures tortured their women to obtain the 

beauty that the society cherishes. The teacher “We in the West have something comparable in our little 

beauty spots. Historically it brings attention to a girl’s best feature.” Then she starts putting the beauty 

marks on her face at different spots to show how it brings attention to different parts of the face. She places 

several on her face and she looks ridiculous. 

Mrs. Swartz “Does anyone have a favorite spot?” 

Sally Grace “How about here, Mrs. Swartz?” 

She places the beauty spot on her breast.  

Mrs. Swartz “Yes, that is very good. That is very French.” 
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There are several important points to be made from this scene. The obvious one of course is the 

emphasis on Sally Grace’s breasts. Jayne Mansfield was famous for having enormous breasts that she 

flaunted on the movie screen that caused many a young or any age man for that matter to just fall in love.  

My favorite picture of Jayne Mansfield is in a restaurant with Sophia Loren, a classic beauty, where she is 

staring at Jayne’s breasts. Funny as Hell! Let’s talk beauty marks which are really fake moles and breast 

implants. Jayne had real moles on her face which she covered with make-up but she also used beauty 

marks on different parts of her face at different times just like Mrs. Swartz showed us in her class. Many 

Kitten-Alter personality mind control slaves have moles on their faces and breast implants. Jayne Mansfield 

had breast implants. If you look at pictures of her earlier in her career you will notice that her breasts are 

large but not humongous. Okay you’re probably asking yourself, what point I am trying to make. The point is 

made by Fritz Springmeier “There is a category of mind control trauma: those which are employed to 

produce cosmetic looks. For instance, breast implant, or electric shock, is used to create moles at certain 

locations, either as a sign telling other mind control handlers the extent of the programming, or to create a 

Marilyn Monroe or Jayne Mansfield look. A “stage trick” is to use a multi-needle device to scar the skin 

tissue. The scar is made in a pattern which can be made visible by hypnotic command. This allows the mind 

control handler to look powerful to uninformed viewers. This stage trick has been done by the occult world 

for centuries. It is believed that breast implants have some kind of effect on raising histamine production 

levels in the body. Whether these breast implants are identical to what all breast implants are, or whether 

they have something special to agitate the body into higher immune cell production of the mast cell and 

basophils type is not known. However, there seems to be some relationship between the Network’s need to 
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raise histamine levels in their slaves and the breast implants that they are putting in them. Putting the pieces 

together leads one to believe that the implants agitate the body’s immune system into raising the level of its 

histamine carrying cells. A number of women who have gotten implants speak about an increase in 

allergies. The allergic reaction is caused by high levels of histamine.” Mr. Springmeier goes on to add that 

they can create mole patterns of symbols on the slaves skin so they can show friends that they are in 

charge and in total control. There is one photo of Jayne with moles shaped like a triangle, The Pyramid of 

the All-Seeing-Eye.  

 

 

 

NOTE: Tuesday Weld has suffered from bad allergies later in life but I do not know if she had any breast 

implants or not.  

 Now I am going to give everyone a little hint about things to come. The beauty mark that Sally 

Grace (Jayne Mansfield figure) placed on her breast is portent of grave things in the future. It is what I like to 

call “The Mark of the Pharmakos”, or the mark of the human scapegoat or sacrificial lamb. A mark that will 

soon be revealed to announce an astonishing revelation.  
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SCENE:       YES, YES, YES, I KNOW ALL THAT! 

 The next scene is in Principal Emmett’s office where he is reevaluating the Plant Skills for Life 

teacher, Mr. Beverly, for not teaching Botany correctly. This is misdirection because what he is actually 

referring to is the mind control programming which Ms. Weld has been subjected to all her life. His next 

statement clears it all up for us.  

Principal Emmett “Yes, Yes, Yes, I know all that. What unit are you currently programming? 

The programmers think of their victims as nothing more than robotic slaves to be programmed. They take 

away their humanity and replace it with robotic obedience. Principal Emmett chastises Mr. Beverly for 

teaching filth, fertilization of the flower ie. code for sexual training for Beta Alter personalities to service the 

elite. Possibly a statement about not revealing to the public the training the programmed sex kittens are 

given. 

Principal Emmett “Remember the Image. Parents must know that their daughters are as safe at 

Consolidated as they are at Church.” This is a “HIDE THE PROGRAMMING” statement. 

 

SCENE:              NODDING OFF IN CHURCH 

 

 

 The scene shifts to The Drive-In Church of Southern California where the preacher, Dr. Phil 

Neuhauser (Donald Murphy) skews religion calling the Biblical book of Leviticus ”A long, confusing and 

even boring book. Actually, all it is a lot of rules and regulations drawn up by the Levites who was a fellow 

descendant of a guy named Levi. If it was written today we might even called it Levi’s Book.” “Prayers are 

answered, because whatever happens that is the answer.” In other words, you’re on your own, folks. Don’t 

go looking for answers in religion. Allen and Tuesday sit in the drive-in movie parking lot looking bored and 

sleepy. Alan gets a suntan. 

He concludes his sermon “Harping all the time does not make you an angel.” Allen looks at the speaker 

incredulously. (Harp,to talk about excessively) Lo! To announce oneself, as “Hark, Hark, I am here.”  You 

are not an Angel. You are just a drag.   HINT! HINT!  
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SCENE:               HAPPY TO BE ON BOARD 

 

 

  

We now go to the Thursday meeting where all the girls get lectured by Dr. Phil on Petting. This is so 

totally inappropriate that I don’t know where to begin. A handsome young preacher talking to beautiful 

young impressionable girls about sexual behavior is way out of line in the 1960’s and even today would be 

in bad taste. While he discusses what happens when a girl gets sexually aroused on a date, a young man is 

looking on. This is Bob Barnard (Sam Brody figure), Sally Grace’s cousin, who plays a pivotal role in the 

movie. He’s majoring in marriage counseling. Bob agreed to sit in the meeting and give them the benefit of 

his thinking.  

Bob “I’m very happy to Phil. I’m very happy to be aboard.” I guess so, Bob, I know a lot of young men who 

would be happy to be aboard that “Love Boat”.  Sally Grace makes a reference to starting the engine up 

again after cooling down from petting. Sally Grace (Jayne Mansfield figure) making a statement for 

women’s sexual freedom. Sally says they are going to Balboa, which is a beach where young people go to 

party and have fun so they won’t be there for the meeting next week. She says Bob is chaperoning a bunch 

of girls and then she turns to Barbara Ann and tells her she should make it down, if she possibly can. 

Rubbing it in that she is going and Barbara isn’t. More conflict between the two girls. Bob (Sam Brody figure) 

is now in charge of Sally Grace (Jayne Mansfield figure) and Billy (Mickey Hargitay figure) is out of the 

picture. Bob is her cousin so this is all business on his part.  He takes a liking to Barbara Ann. Bob says “Do 

try to make it Barbara Ann. I’ll personally see you are chaperoned every minute of the time.” Now Barbara 

Ann tells Allen she is bored and wants to go to Balboa. Allen says “It can be arranged. A friend of mine has 

a house and I have the keys.” Boy, Allen sure knows how to get his hand on keys to everything. That is 

power and The Network has the power. I don’t know if there is a Balboa Beach but I do know the world 

capital for shooting XXX sex movies is in the San Fernando Valley off Balboa Blvd.   Just Saying. 

 

SCENE:       ON A CAROUSEL  

 We now take you to Balboa beach where we see a carousel going round and round.  There are 

many young people on the ride including a bearded young man with a radio to his ear. This is a very 
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significant scene. The Carousel is a major component in mind control programming. When a child is 3 or 4 

they would torture the child and put them on a ride such as a Ferris Wheel or a Carousel that; a. created 

dissociation from the pain (Spinning away the Pain) while also B. went along with some fairy tale 

programming script. The children are spun at very fast speeds for long periods of time that cause them to 

disassociate and go into an alter state of mind. Behavior scripts can then be programmed into their minds. 

They also are drugged and tortured to achieve maximum states of altered reality. 

It is interesting to note for those who realize how important CAROUSELS are to programming, MI-6(The 

English CIA) in Vauxhall Cross, England had its training center nicknamed “Carousel” by The Mossad 

(Israeli CIA). Amusement Parks do this type of programming after hours at night. Disneyland and Disney 

World are said to be the biggest centers for this type of mind control programming. The fairy tale script of 

Disney Movies is considered one of the best programming tools ever devised by the Network.  

 Next a young man with a Beach Boys stripped t-shirt is seen playing a guitar for a young woman 

while another young man in the same stripped t- shirt is next to him looking on. I believe they represent 

Brian and Dennis Wilson and I will explain why in a second. Now comes the scene where we see the back 

of a long haired girl dancing with a young man. She turns around and you see it is not a young girl but the 

long-haired bearded man with a radio to his ear. 

      Well, Hello There, Charles Manson, Welcome to Tuesday’s World!  

 

 

 

There are several clues that point the way to this being a Charles Manson figure. 

1. Every young man on the beach has very short hair except the long-haired bearded young man. 

2. The radio is a reference to the fact that Charles Manson loved music and wanted to have a career 

in the field. He used music to attract young men and women. 

3. He was dancing with a young man on the beach and Charles Manson admitted that he was a 

bi-sexual and love to have sex with men and women. 

4. The close proximity of the two stripped young men representing the Beach Boys in the same 

sequence. 

  What we have here is a young Charles Manson, years before becoming a national villain, 

gathering all his young followers on the mind controlling programming carousel. They will follow him 
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to 10050 Cielo Drive and the murder of a very (pregnant) Sharon Tate, Jay Sebring, and all the 

others. This is so strangely unbelievable that I watched the movie several times before I actually 

made the connection. Long range plans for murder and mayhem are one of the trademarks of the 

Illuminati and they loved to throw out clues that only they will understand. This has also remained a 

secret for almost fifty years. Charles Manson was a regular visitor of Dennis Wilson and stayed at 

his place for a time trying to get a recording contract going with the studios. He also was a regular 

visitor to the Laurel Canyon mountain top were all the musicians of the L.A. scene hung out and 

lived. Read the series by David McGowan referred to earlier in this article for and in depth analysis 

and information on Charles Manson. One important clue was almost missed but, yours truly doesn’t 

miss much. The medallion that Charles Manson has around his neck has the HEAD of an OWL on 

it. Hello Moloch! A beautiful young lady, Sally Grace (Jayne Mansfield/Sharon Tate), wearing more 

than an interesting bikini, is being carried aloft on a surf board in front of the carousel by eight young 

men, like pallbearers at a funeral. I believe this is a preview of the funeral of Sharon Tate. Now it is 

revealed that the Sally Grace’s character is a Pharmakos, a sacrificial lamb or human sacrifice. She 

now represents both Jayne Mansfield and Sharon Tate in this profane, unholy, and occult staged 

psychodrama. Soon you will learn the horrendous secret hidden in plain sight about the murder of 

Sharon Tate. Tuesday Weld owned a home in Laurel Canyon in the 1960’s so it is almost a 

certainty that she was well aware of the music scene, drug use, murder, fires and other strange 

goings on that occurred there. Laurel Canyon is a very small enclave of homes situated east of 

Sunset Boulevard in a wooded hilly area that is secluded and very private. Later she lived off 

Sunset Boulevard when the drug murders on Hollywood Lane in Laurel Canyon took place. She 

was always close to the action no matter where it was occurring in Los Angeles. 

 

SCENE:       

                YOU NEED TO GET OUT MORE, HARRY 

 

WARNING: GET READY, BECAUSE YOU ARE ABOUT TO PLUNGE 

DOWN THE RABBIT HOLE WITH ALICE NOW. 
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Off the beach is the yacht of producer, T. Harrison “Harry” Belmont who is watching with binoculars the kids 

on the beach with his starlet, Kitten (Beta Alter Personality-Sex Kitten) played by Playmate of the Year, Jo 

Collins. And who does he spy on the beach? Why the Charles Manson figure dancing with Sally Grace 

(Sharon Tate figure), (the girl lying on the surfboard). Looking through his binoculars he does a double-take. 

He states “Fifteen (15) beach pictures I’ve made and this is the first time I have ever been to a beach. 

Damnest sight I have ever seen in my life.” No kidding! Charles Manson dancing with Sharon Tate could be 

the damnest sight you’d ever see on a beach. Plus, the absurdity of the movie producer’s statement, that he 

had never gone to a beach to observe the festivities when producing 15 beach pictures is off the charts. 

 Now I will reveal a startling revelation. When you see Sally Grace (Sharon Tate Figure) being 

carried on the Surfboard you will notice a WHITE DOT on the left side her bikini bottom. This dot reappears 

on her lower left side of her belly when she is seen dancing with the Charles Manson figure. It has 

disappeared from her bikini bottom. It is like a laser pointer pinpointing the general area where Sharon Tate 

will be butchered: “The Mark of the Pharmakos”. A few seconds later the mark has disappeared, but then 

she is no longer dancing with the Charles Manson figure.  Read “The Process Church of the Final 

Judgment and the Manson Family” by Adam Gorightly for more insight into the psych of Charles Manson. 

Sharon Tate first crossed paths with Tuesday Weld when she had her first screen test for the role of 

Christian, opposite Steve McQueen in “The Cincinnati Kid” in the summer of 1964. She lost the role to 

Tuesday Weld who went on to receive rave reviews for her performance in the picture. She meets Roman 

Polanski at a cocktail party in September 1965 and he cast her in “The Fearless Vampire Killers” as the 

leading lady in April 1966.She falls for Polanski on the set of the movie and breaks up with Jay Sebring, 

whom she claimed to have known for some time wasn’t the right one. In the summer of 1967 Polanski begin 

filming “Rosemary’s Baby” on location at New York’s Dakota apartments, where John Lennon would be 

assassinated a few years later. She marries Polanski at the Chelsea registry office in London January 20, 

1968. In December 1968 she and Polanski moved in to the Chateau Marmount Hotel where she discovers 

she is pregnant.  Remember that Tuesday Weld lived at the Chateau Marmount and The Eagles “Hotel 

California” interiors were shot there. BAD JU-JU in that place.  In January 1969 she accepts a role to be 

shot in London for the movie “12+1”. Remember Allen Musgrave told Barbara Ann the magical number for 

her dreams to come true was “12+1” which equals the magical occult number 13. The movie’s final title was 

changed to “Thirteen Chairs”. She kept her friendship with Jay Sebring and they were together that fateful 

night August 9, 1969. 

Note: Roman Polanski offered the starting role in “Rosemary’s Baby” to Tuesday Weld initially but 

she turned him down. However, Ruth Gordon (Mother Stella Barnard) plays a Satanist in the movie. 

 

SCENE:                  WHALE OF A TALE 
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Now the initiation of the priestess begins in earnest. Barbara Ann and Alan approach the yacht on a whale. 

There is no way to explain this scene that makes any sense in the conventional manner. It is not a boat for 

there is no steerage or way to operate the whale. It is just moving and they are sitting on top of it.  Tres 

Weird!  The whale’s presence in this scene could have several interpretations. First the story of “Jonah and 

Whale”, where he was swallowed by a whale and spent three (3) days in its belly and emerged with a whole 

different life view, could be a hint to the ritual. An initiation for three (3) days could mean that Tuesday 

Weld’s initiation was three (3) days in the belly of the beast with baptism rituals. The other interpretation is 

that the whale represents Leviathan, the ancient “Old One” god of the deep that H. P. Lovecraft wrote 

about as Cthlhu, synonymous with Dagon or Oannes. Leviathan is the Biblical beast who will rise from the 

sea at the Apocalypse. “In that day the Lord with his hand and a great and strong sword will punish 

Leviathan the fleeing serpent, Leviathan the twisting serpent, and he will slay the dragon that is in the sea.” 

This interpretation of the whale image would make this scenario just a little bit darker and portentous. I have 

no knowledge of rituals related to Leviathan but you can bet your bottom dollar that the Occult World knows 

the procedures and practices. The producer says “I Married a Teenage Bikini Vampire, on some kind of 

fish.” He may be referring to what Tuesday Weld will have to endure during her initiation. I shudder to think 

what kind of marriage ceremony that might have entailed. 

 

Kitten says “Oh Harry, Vampires are such a drag and throws the movie script in the water. Harry jumps in 
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saying “That’s the only copy.”  (An Occult Ritual that is so ancient it is only written down on one sacred 

parchment.)   

Harry “I forgot.  I can’t swim.” 

Kitten “Oh Harry you’re such a drag.” 

Barbara Ann dives in the water to save him but he says “Never mind me, save the script.” The script is more 

important than a human life. She saves the script and him. This is her First Baptism. 

Barbara Ann says “I always dreamed of having a movie career. My mother named me after two movie stars, 

Barbara Stanwyck and Ann Sheridan.” This is the second time these names are mentioned so there is 

some significance attached to these names. 

Kitten says “I think it was a big drag,” talking about his last movie. 

He says the problem is that Kitten has been overexposed and he is kicking her upstairs for the older sister 

parts. This does not bold well for our little sex kitten. Marilyn Monroe and Jayne Mansfield were considered 

a little past their prime at the time of their deaths and were no longer at the top of the Hollywood A-List. Over 

the hill Sex Kittens is how they have been described.  

Kitten says” Oh Harry you’re such a drag.” 

He asks Barbara Ann if she has ever done any acting. She replies not professionally but she was an angel 

in a Christmas Pageant, First Angel. 

Harry “First Angel?” 

Barbara Ann “Yes I had two lines,  ‘Hark, Hark’,  I said .” (Tuesday Weld announces her arrival.) 

Kitten “What a drag.”        (Big deal, Hark, Hark…… Harping all the time does not make you an angel.) 

Harry “The tales she could tell if she could only speak. Pour another lollypop into her Musgrave.” (She 

doesn’t remember her mind control sexual bondage experiences. Give her a lollypop (programming) to 

reinforce her memory loss. She may be part of the initiation ritual since she was the first one to throw the 

script (SACRED PARCHMENT) into the ocean. As a sex kitten slave she would be one of the sacrifices. 

Kitten is representative of all three Sex Kittens as the Ritual Sacrificial Pharmakos. In that case being kicked 

upstairs has a whole new sinister meaning. Marilyn Monroe, Jayne Mansfield, and Sharon Tate all posed 

for Playboy Magazine like Jo Collins. There is a theory that Marilyn was believed to have been murdered by 

“persons unknown” instead of committing suicide. We have so far seen different scenarios about Jayne 

Mansfield and Sharon Tate but what about Marilyn Monroe. Well this gets kind of convoluted but it is all here 

in the persona of Marie Greene. She committed suicide with sleeping pills and was on the phone before she 

took her life. Marilyn was a mind control victim who was unhappy and going downhill at the time of her 

death, just like Marie.  (Marilyn Monroe, Jayne Mansfield, and Sharon Tate - Three (3) Ritual Sacrifices?)  
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The last death was 1969, three (3) years after the anointing of the High Priestess. 

Harry “Barbara Ann, I experienced a moment of truth out there in the water. Your whole life flashed before 

my eyes. Suddenly I saw it all with crystal clarity. T. Harrison Belmont presents, what was your name again, 

honey?” He announces that her whole life has been leading up to this auspicious moment. And what a 

moment it is. Ever wonder why Tuesday Weld never wore a Bikini in the movie? She is the High Priestess 

not some beach bunny bimbo. With a sudden flash and crystal clarity, the ocean before your eyes exploded 

and all was revealed. 

 An Atomic Explosion to end all explosions heralding the High Priestess of the World. Twenty three 

(23) nuclear bombs were exploded at Bikini Atoll in the Marshall Islands between 1946 and 1958. Twenty 

three (23) is a very sacred number in occult circles. The name Bikini in “I married a Bikini Vampire on some 

kind of fish” and “Bikini Widow” is an allusion to those explosions. How’s that for a fireworks show to 

welcome the New High Priestess. I now believe she was made an IIluminati Priestess when she was fifteen 

(15) years old but was not crowned the High Priestess of the Illuminati and the Druids until she was 

twenty-three years old in 1966, the year Lord Love a Duck was released. T. Harrison Belmont says the 

name “Bikini” three (3) times during the movie. Don’t think for a minute that they are going to forget the three 

(3) magical number ritual.  

Alan “Greene, Harry. Barbara Ann Greene.” (Moloch presents Tuesday Weld.) 

Barbara Ann “Did I tell you I was named after Barbara Stanwyck?” There’s that name again. The name 

Barbara Stanwyck has been repeated three (3) times during the movie.  I wonder what rank/position 

Barbara Stanwyck had in Occult Circles to have it spoken three (3) times? 

“Harry “T. Harrison Belmont presents Barbara Ann Stanwyck in Bikini Countdown,10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1.” He 

now combines the two names together and begins the countdown to the second ritual initiation. 
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And he throws the script into the water to start the second phase of initiation.  

Harry “Oh my God, it’s the only copy.” (Sacred Ancient Ritual Parchment) 

 Barbara Ann dives into the water to rescue the script. 

Barbara Ann “I’ve got it, I’ve got it. “ This is her Second Baptism. 

Well that was two rituals so where was the third ritual? (3). All rituals are done in threes, so where was the 

third ritual baptism of Tuesday Weld?  Not to worry, we will soon be enlightened. The Script of course, 

represents the rituals she has to undergo to become the next HIGH PRIESTESS. Counting back from 10 

down to one is the process of placing someone deeper into hypnotic trance. Then the scripted rituals begin. 

Also you count down from ten to one before you set off an atomic bomb. WHAM! BAM! THANK YOU 

MAAM! TWENTY-THREE TIMES. 

 

                      BIKINI ATOLL ATOMIC BLAST 

 

 

 

SCENE:       DANCING THE NIGHT AWAY 

It is night and the kids are dancing on the beach by their bon fires. Barbara Ann and Allen are sitting behind 

a big rock talking. 

Barbara Ann “Frankly Allen, T. Harrison Belmont might be a great producer. 

Allen “Writer- Producer” 

Barbara Ann “I think he drinks to excess and he just can’t seem to hold on to anything. Throwing that script 
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into the ocean three (3) different times. That’s not normal, he has no grasp.” 

Now we have the Third Baptism. They did not show it so it must be a very intense ritual that is observed by 

only the most select. The last ritual of the Initiation of the High Priestess of the Illuminati is dark and secret 

from all but the High Council. 

Allen and Barbara Ann go to the bon fire and celebrate with a ritual dance. A very unusual dance, where 

while on your knees, you lean back and forth toward each other in a sexual give and take motion. Then they 

fall into each other’s arms laughing and celebrating. 

 

 

 

SCENE:               BEACH BLANKET BINGO 

 

  

While Allen and Barbara Ann are cavorting on the beach towel, Bob Barnard (Sam Brody figure) shows up 

and flops down next to them, then rows in between them and engages them in a ménage-en-trois embrace. 

Clearly he is sending a message that he is now going to be involved in both their lives. Barbara Ann 

introduces Bob to Allen.  

Bob “I’m very happy to meet you.” 

Allen “My pleasure.” 

They shake hands using their left hands. Normally people use their right hands but everything must be an  

occult ritual, remember?  Bob pulls his hand back before shaking Allen’s hand. Then Bob inexplicably rolls 

on top of Allen, shocking Allen. There was no reason to do this unless the message was being sent that Bob 

was taking charge here. 
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Bob “Are you alone Barbara Ann?” 

Barbara Ann “No, actually I came with Allen.” 

Bob and Barbara Ann go sit under an enormous “Rock” (Tuesday Weld’s nickname as a child) He tries to 

make out with Barbara Ann but she says, “No don’t, don’t Bob.” 

Bob “I can hear your heart beating Barbara Ann, Rub-A- Dub, Rub-A-Dub, Rub-A-Dub. He repeated this (3) 

three times as per ritual incantation. 

Barbara Ann “Oh, that’s danger signal number one.” They then go through the next two danger signals. 

Sally Grace “Oh goodness gracious.” 

Bob “Oh my God, that’s Sally Grace. She’s unescorted and I’m responsible. I gotta get back there.” Here we 

see that Bob (Sam Brody) is the person responsible to keeping up with Sally Grace (Jayne Mansfield). 

He backed away from Barbara Ann as you would leave the presence of a queen. He blows her a kiss before 

he falls on his butt. Not a good sign there, Bob. 

 

 

 

Some readers may be thinking about now that the real life 

story lines and the movie story lines are not in synch with each 

other. The important thing to remember here is that there are so 

many different real life scenarios being presented in the plot 

lines that you are not going to have a smooth flow of 

presentation that will fit all the scenarios equally. Too much 

information has to be fitted into the plot of the movie to sustain a 

coherent whole. This is one of the reasons people can’t make 

head or tails of this movie. They don’t see the true meaning and 

occult symbolism involved. 

Suddenly a voice rings out from behind the rock. “I can hear your heart beating Barbara Ann. 
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Rub-A-Dub, Rub-A-Dub, Rub-A-Dub.” (3) Times. It is Allen and he has recorded their conversation. He 

teases her with the recording. Barbara Ann thinks he is mad.                                            

Allen “I think it’s funny. You and that toy person! How could I be mad? Old Saint Barnard, or whatever his 

name is. He’s not real. He’s like one of “The Toys” manufacturer’s get, like one of the Ken and Barbie dolls. 

You dress them, you undress them, you buy them clothes, you wind them up and their little hearts go 

Flub-A-Dub, Rub-A-Dub but they’re not real.” 

Well that’s as simple an explanation of what a mind controlled programmed slave is, as I have ever come 

across. Thank you, Allen for making things so easy for us to understand. (SARCASM MUCH !) 

Barbara Ann “I don’t care what you think, I think he’s beautiful’, and not only that, I want him. I WANT HIM.” 

The determination in her voice is a little bit scary. You don’t want to stand in the way of that bus coming 

down the street, you’ll be run over. 

Allen “Okay. It’s like the sweaters. Like this vacation? ” She nods her head yes.   

Allen “You just tell Mollymauk what you want and Mollymauk will get it for you.” 

He pulls out the key chain with the Owl on it and swings it back and forth in front of her face. 

Allen “We have a deal, remember. Signed in Concrete.” 

Barbara Ann “You’re trying to hypnotize me again, aren’t you?”  

Allen “Of course.” 

Barbara Ann recognizes she has been hypnotized but doesn’t seem to object to it. ACCEPTANCE OF HER 

BONDAGE AND FATE? 

Barbara Ann “Hum, Uh, Well, I don’t understand. What do you get out of it?” 

Allen “Oh, I think of things.” 

 

SCENE:                  DEATH WISH 

 

  

Bob and Barbara Ann arrive at Bob Barnard’s mother house in a long white convertible. 
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Bob rings the doorbell.  

Bob “Listen, Cute isn’t it, mother’s idea. It’s done electronically though.” The “Lord Love a Duck” theme is 

the doorbell chime. 

Bob “After dad’s ship came in mother sold our funny old house in Pasadena and she built this. Nice, huh?” 

I wonder what that funny old house in Pasadena really represented.  

My dad was a psychiatrist you know.” 

The door opens and there stands Allen. 

Allen “Well, what kept you I dropped Sally Grace off hours ago; which is not easy, by the way.”  

“Bob, your mother wants to talk to you. She is waiting in the Conversation Pit.” 

What a strange name the Conversation Pit. I believe this is code for the Pit of the Grand Druid Council 

where Tuesday is being presented to the Grand Dame Mother (Mother Barnard) as the newest High 

Priestess of the Illuminati. 

Bob looks mortified. Something is up and he is not sure what is going on here. 

Allen “It’s right there.” 

Bob “I know I live here.” He walks through the door staring at Allen. Probably wondering what he was doing 

at his house. 

Barbara Ann asks Allen what he is doing there and he says “I told you I stay with people and Stella ask me 

to move in.” 

Barbara Ann “And who is Stella?” 

Allen “Mrs. Barnard, Bob’s mother.  Oh and she is a wonderful old girl. And she invited me to stay. Which is 

of course, actually very convenient. It keeps me close to the heart of things. Love-A-Dub. Love-A-Dub…. 

Barbara Ann interrupts him before he can finish his sentence. 

Barbara Ann “Uh, you do that once more I’m not going to troll you ever again.” 

 (Don’t try to do a three (3) part ritual intonation on me!) 

Barbara looks around and then she spies Bob’s mother and Bob in the Conversation Pit. This is a round pit 

with a lower level running around it for seating. Bob takes 3 steps up out of the Pit. 

Bob “Well, here she is.” “Mother, may I present Barbara Ann.” Barbara Ann this is Mother.”  

Not my mother or momma, or mom but MOTHER. Barbara Ann takes 3 steps down into the Pit. 

Barbara Ann “It’s a great pleasure to meet you. Bob has done nothing but rave about you all the way over 

here.” 

Mother Barnard (Ruth Gordon) “Pay no attention to anything he says. Like father, the dear boy is also a total 

idiot; takes after his late father.”  

Barbara Ann “Oh yes he told me. He was a psychiatrist.” 

Mother Barnard “Oh yes, but with a gimmick. He was the first headshrinker in Beverly Hills to validate 

parking tickets. You can’t imagine what a simple thing like that can mean business wise. Tell me Ms. 

Greene, do you dye your hair? 
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Barbara Ann “Oh no, of course not. I guess I’m pretty lucky actually… 

Mother Barnard “Listen you should, you should. I do right here at home my son helps me. He puts the, he 

puts the…goop on the back with a toothbrush. Not very well of course, the dear boy is all thumbs, just like 

his poor father. 

Allen serves yogurt to Bob and Mother Barnard. 

Mother Barnard “Allen I’m so glad you moved in with me, with Robbie off in college and Sally Grace coming 

and going. 

Allen “Well, Sally Grace is very active.”   Jayne Mansfield was very active in the Church of Satan. Sally 

Grace (Jayne Mansfield figure) lives in Mother Barnard’s house and is part of the Order and Bob’s ( Sam 

Brody figure) responsibility. He’s not doing the job well apparently. 

Mother Barnard “Still a comfort to have a man around the house again. I buried my husband 10 years ago. 

He died at home. Yeah, right there. Right on that spot you’re sitting on.” 

She is pointing to where Barbara Ann is sitting in the Pit. 

Mother Barnard “I’ll tell you, one moment he was sitting there. Robbie and I wear combing my hair at the 

time. Next minute he’s gone.” 

Barbara Ann “Oh how awful. How did he die?” 

Mother Barnard “All psychosomatic. Absolutely nothing wrong with him physically. Case of Death Wish, 

pure and simple. Everything Ms.Greene, everything is in the mind. You decide to die then you do. That’s all 

there is to it. 

 A case of death wish?, more like a death wish curse put on the ole boy. You don’t mess with the Grand 

Dame Mother. 

Barbara Ann “My father is no longer with us either.” 

Fathers dying when the children are young seem to be a theme in the movie. Is it a ritual requirement in 

some cases? 

Tuesday Weld’s father died when she was three (3) years old. Jayne Mansfield’s father died when she was 

(3) years old.  

Mother Barnard “Uh,oh sad.” She didn’t sound like she thought it was sad at all. 

Barbara Ann “I was very, very young at the time.” 

Mother Barnard “Your poor mother, where is she do?” 

What is her poor mother due for? This is not a mistake in the dialogue by Mother Barnard, but a prediction 

of some future debt that is due. 

Barbara Ann “Marie…That’s my mother…..Well it’s hard to explain actually…That’s a phone, that’s a gold 

phone.” 

Barbara Ann tries to change the subject because she is not proud of her mother’s occupation. 

Allen “Marie is a wonder woman, wonderful woman, Stell. A simple housewife by day, she devotes her 

evenings to serving others.” Allen is hinting that she is a lady of the evening or a Sex Kitten. 
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Mother Barnard “Oh you’re a duck.” 

 

 

 

SCENE:       DO WHAT THOU WILT 

 Barbara Ann and Bob are sitting in the car making out. 

Bob “You know I feel kind of guilty, you know, lying to mother telling her we were going to go the movies and 

everything. 

Barbara Ann “Oh that’s all right. I don’t know why you told her we were seeing the Ten Commandments 

though. It hasn’t been playing for years.”  

Religion is passé and everything goes. Religion doesn’t play in society anymore. 

They kiss. Bob said he was concerned that she might ask him what it was about. Barbara Ann told him that 

she hadn’t seen it either but she had read the book and basically the idea is thou shall not. He tries to grope 

her and she says thou shall not. He says what if and gives her his pin. They kiss again. The scene fades 

away. Is it okay now to go all the way with a boy if you are pinned? It’s okay if you are initiated into the Order 

to do what thou wilt. Aleister Crowley’s “Do What thou Wilt, shall be the Whole of the Law.” 

 

SCENE:        OUCH! 

 Back at the house with Allen and Mother Barnard: 

Mother Barnard “Allen exactly what does it mean to get pinned?” 

Allen “Pinned?” 

Mother Barnard “In the sense that terrible girl used the word she said if I recall correctly, Robbie had just 

pinned her.”  
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Allen “Oh, I think that means being engaged to be engaged.” 

Mother Barnard “Oh self-destruction pure and simple. I guess if Robbie wants to throw his like away I 

suppose there’s nothing we can do.” 

Robbie (Could we have a reference here to Sam Brody not heeding advise from the Grande Mother?) 

Allen “No” “Oh well it’s 4 o’clock. I’m afraid we’re beyond yoga today.” He makes her a drink. 

Mother Barnard “Hum, what’s in this Allen?” 

Allen “Oh it’s something to remove the sting. It’s called a Stinger.” Allen “Mollymauk” soothes Mother 

Barnard’s (Grand Dame Mother) uneasiness about the selection of Barbara Ann (Tuesday Weld) as her 

daughter-in-law (the new High Priestess). She called her “That Terrible Girl”. 

 

SCENE:       EXCUSE ME, I’M ON THE PHONE! 

 Barbara Ann is in Principle Emmett’s office talking on the phone. Principal Emmett comes in and 

she looks at him like he has disturbed him. He apologized and left after she blows him a kiss. 

Bob “Who was that?” 

Barbara Ann “No one just a janitor.” 

Barbara Ann has asserted her authority over the principal and took over his office. She now holds the high 

office. On the desk behind her is the Skull of a Goat. Kind of a weird thing to have in your office, even if it 

isn’t an allusion to Baphomet. 

One Future ominous linkage: See: Tuesday Weld/ The Eagles/Hotel California/ Animal Skull Icon/ The 

Janitor/Anton Levay. 

SCENE:       GO AHEAD SCREAM, YOU HAVE A RIGHT.      

 

Barbara Ann house: Marie is in the tub soaking. Barbara Ann comes in. They discuss Bob and Mother 

Bernard. Barbara Ann asks her if she wants to make a social call on Mother Barnard with her. 

Marie “I don’t know honey; she sounds like of Spooky to me.”  NO KIDDING! 

Marie “This is not a good day for me. In fact, the good days get fewer and fewer.”  

She opens her mouth wide and closes it several times. 

Barbara Ann “What are you doing?” 

Marie “It’s called the silent scream. It’s good for the chin. Cary Grant,  

Cary Grant does it 15 minutes every morning and 15 minutes every night.” ( Fifteen, (15) the age that 

Tuesday Weld was made a priestess. 

You are not allowed to grieve or cry or scream when you are a mind control victim but you scream inside 

your mind. A SILENT SCREAM. 

 Also this is a reference to Cary Grant’s bi-sexuality and the sexual practice he enjoyed. I guess someone 

wanted to gig Cary. 
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SCENE:               A BAD DAY ALL AROUND. 

 

 

  

Marie is in the bedroom putting on her hoses getting ready for work. Mother Barnard comes to visit. 

Marie mistakenly thinks she is selling Encyclopedias. Mother Barnard starts making unflattering comments 

about the house and how Robbie is getting fooled. 

Mother Bernard “Each man kills the thing he loves. Death Wish, pure and simple. Sins of the father, as it 

were.” 

 Sam Brody chose to stay with Jayne Mansfield and it cost him his life. Bob Barnard (Sam Brody 

figure.) 

Marie thinks she is from the sweater store and there about the bounced check she thinks Barbara Ann’s 

father must have written. Barbara Ann walks in. An argument starts between Barbara Ann and her mother 

and Mother Barnard is upset that Barbara Ann has lied to her about her mother and father. Barbara Ann 

tells her mother that this is Mrs. Barnard. Marie is embarrassed. Mother Barnard was upset because 

Barbara Ann had led her to believe her father was dead 

Mother Barnard “Allen told me you spent your evening serving others, now I understand what he meant.” “Is 

that a tail?” 

 She spotted Marie’s tail on her behind. Barbara Ann told her they were divorced. 

Mother Barnard “In our family, we don’t divorce our men, we bury them.” 

 Remind me not to marry into that family. Mother Barnard leaves. 

Marie “Well I guess I blew that one for you didn’t I baby?” 

Barbara Ann “Why don’t you put your tail on after you get to work?” Barbara Ann puts the knife right in 

Marie’s back here.  

Marie “You really are ashamed of me.” 

Barbara Ann gets up and leaves the house upset. 

Marie standing in front of the piano with three (3) pictures of clowns on the wall behind it, bows her head, 
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jerks off the tail from her costume and fixes a drink. There are (3) tails hanging the ledge behind the piano. 

You can see the mirror in the background. The three clown pictures remain in the scene. Marie screams.  

 

 

 

SCENE:        YOU KNOW WHERE YOU CAN STICK IT, B0B! 

 Barbara Ann and Bob are driving around in his car. He says her mother is a prostitute and Barbara 

Ann states she is a cocktail waitress. Bob says “What difference does it make?” He is so upset he wants his 

pin back. He says “Give me that pin back.” 

 

SCENE:       HOWARD THE WUSS !!!!!!   

 Marie is on the telephone. 

Marie “Howard, I am very upset. Howard I don’t have anyone else to talk. If you don’t get down here tonight 

I’m afraid something bad will happen. Howard please, Don’t hang up. Howard! 

 

SCENE:       THAT WOULD STOP TRAFFIC, FOR SURE!      

Barbara Ann and Bob are driving around in his car. She is sticking her legs over the door into traffic. Bob 

tells her to take her legs down. They argue. He says he is taking her home. 

 

SCENE:                 TEARS OF A CLOWN? 
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 Barbara Ann’s House: Marie is drinking. A bottle of pills sit on the dresser. She picks up the pills but 

puts them down. She is not going to take them. Two mirrors are in the background. The make-up mirror 

which has mirrors on both sides is shown and it’s face is solid black; an indication of the dark scene that is 

playing out in the bedroom. She dials the telephone.  

Marie “Hey, listen to me. Will you listen to me? I need to talk to somebody. I’m 40 years old. 

No, that’s a lie, that’s a lie, that’s a lie, that’s a lie. I’m 41. I’ll be 42 in September. I’m an old…I’m an old bag. 

I’m would better off dead. Dead, Dead, Dead…Dead, Dead, Dead.”  (Repeated 3’s) 

The Telephone recording: ”The time is 11:07 and 10 seconds.”  

She had called the time. Why? Why did she call the time?   

Telephone recording:” The time is 11:07.and 20 seconds.” 

 Marie fixes a drink in front of the two mirrors. 

  Telephone recording: ”The time is 11:07 and 30 seconds.” 

Marie “ 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,- All little good girls go to Heaven.” Marie looks in the mirror. “Oh not you baby, no.”  

 

Telephone Recording: ’’The time is 11:07.” 

 The next recording should have been “The time is 11:08.” 

 Seven (7) come Eleven (11), / Lucky Number in Dice / Eleven/Seven sequence/ the reverse of a 

lucky incantation.  

 Okay, here we go:  First the telephone recording should have only repeated the number seven (7)  

three (3) times per ritual incantation, but it repeated it four times so one of the repeated numbers was in 

error; but was it? You will notice on the last recording it said “The time is 11:07” but didn’t mention the 

seconds. This is because it was an announcement to the select audience that the suicide program had 

been successful. The seconds in the time recording, 10 seconds, 20 seconds, 30 seconds indicate the ritual 

incantation, one, two, three times. That’s why it wasn’t mentioned the fourth time.  

 In most horoscopes and fortunes 7 is a lucky number but in Mind Control Programming it is 

something else altogether. The telephone recording repeats the number (7). Seven (7) is the number for 

Suicide Programming. The mind control slave has been programmed to call certain numbers to access their 

instructions. In this case, she reached a telephone recording of the time. Marie had been programmed to 

call this number for help. She wanted someone to listen to her problems, but what she got instead was a 

telephone access code that triggered her suicide program.  This program is triggered subliminally without 

your conscious awareness.  

She had been accessed and given the suicide program command, so what does she do? She 

recites the suicide program rhyme. “1,2,3,4,5,6,7,- All little good girls go to Heaven.” It is time to go to 

Heaven, TIME TO DIE! She looks in the mirror and says “Oh not you baby, no.” She knows she is doomed 

and Heaven won’t have her with all her sins. She doesn’t want to die but she has no choice; she is a slave 

to the program. 
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 This rhyme is very strange indeed. There is a rumor and I don’t know if it is true but supposedly 

written on the wall at the Sharon Tate murder scene in one of the rooms was this rhyme, “1,2,3,4,5,6,7 - All 

good children go to Heaven.”  This is the lyric found in the earliest release of The Beatles, “Abbey Road” 

September, 1969. It is so close to Marie’s statement that I’m sure it is more than coincidence. For a movie 

made in 1965 this is a little ominous. The line was changed to fit the victim, Marie. 

CLOWNS: The Suicide Alter Personality for a mind control slave is personified in the image of a 

Clown. There are three (3) pictures of Clowns over the piano in the living room. This hints that she is going 

to be a suicide program victim. One of the Clowns is partially obscured by a plant. One clown will die. 

 

SCENE:           I’LL TAKE CARE OF EVERYTHING. 

 

 

 Bob brings her home and she is a little hysterical and Bob tries to calm her down. She gets out of 

the car and storms into the house. There is Allen sitting quietly in the dark. 

Barbara Ann “What in the Hell are you doing here?” 

Allen “Barbara Ann, drink this.” 

Barbara Ann “I don’t want to drink that.” 

Allen “Please.” 

Barbara Ann “No, I won’t , please.” You drink that.” 

Allen “Barbara Ann.” 

Barbara Ann “Everyone thinks that Marie is a prostitute now. A Prostitute. 

Allen “Please drink this.” 

Barbara Ann “I won’t drink it, I don’t want it.” She screams “Don’t you understand I don’t want it.” And she 

knocks the drink out of Allen’s hand. 

Barbara Ann “What do you want from me? I’ll be a cocktail waitress like Marie. The Hell I will. I’ll do 

something else. I’ll,………I’ll be a prostitute, that’s what I’ll be. You get to pick your customers and you get 

paid for it. That sounds like a lot of fun. Doesn’t it? I’ll be a prostitute.” 

Allen “Barbara Ann.” 

Barbara Ann “Yes.” 

Allen “There’s been an accident.”……… “There…has…been…an…accident.” There is a 20 second pause 

while the camera focuses on Barbara Ann’s face as she digests what Allen is trying to say. 
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Barbara Ann “Where is Marie?’ 

Allen holds both her hands and leads her to the bedroom. Marie lies dead on the bed. 

Allen “Now, don’t touch anything.”  “Insurance.” “It has to look like an accident.” 

Barbara Ann “Marie……Marie.” “I don’t….No!   No Marie….. Marie,….Marie, Marie, Marie,…….Marie, 

Marie, Marie. She’s not dead.” 

Allen “I’ll take care of everything. That’s what Mollymauk is for.” 

 Mollymauk (Molloch) has provided the way for her to marry Bob, but the price is the life of her 

mother. There’s always a price, always a sacrifice. 

 

SCENE:       THANKS DAD! 

 Barbara Ann and her father sitting at her dining room table going over the insurance forms. She 

complains about the (3) $300.00 dollar funeral as not being good enough for Marie. But Marie wanted a pink 

stone cupid? They argue and he says be practical. 

Barbara Ann “But Marie wanted a Pink Stone Cupid.” 

Barbara Ann “She’s always wanted a Pink Cupid.” 

Barbara Ann “Shut up, Howard. I’m going to bury Marie the way she wanted to be buried and with a Pink 

Cupid.” 

She repeats the Pink Cupid incantation three (3) times. Jayne Mansfield loved pink and has a burial cento 

graph  marker that is pink.    Just Saying again. 

 

SCENE: IT’S OKAY ALLEN, YOU CAN CRY NOW. 

 Allen in his jail cell is talking on his recorder. 

Allen “Marie’s uh…tragic death did, or indeed (In Deed), among other things restore my faith in suicide. In 

addition, the chief stumbling block being uh,  REMOVED. It brought our young lovers together.” 

 

SCENE:       LOVE CUTS LIKE A KNIFE! 

 The wedding reception of Barbara Ann and Bob: 

Allen whispers toward Barbara Ann:  

Allen “Love You.” 

There are three (3) bottles of Champagne on the table next to the wedding cake. 

Barbara Ann takes the knife and knocks the Groom off the wedding cake. 

 Roddy professing his love for Tuesday in the movie is a statement of love, both binding and mutual. 

Barbara Ann cutting off the groom on the wedding cake does not bold well for Bob. 
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SCENE:        WHAT, WHAT, WHAT HAPPENED? 

 Allen talking to recorder: 

Allen “And, Oh and at the Honeymoon. Oh Well… 

 

SCENE:          IT AIN’T HAPPENING BOBBY BEAR! 

 

 

  

Honeymoon suite on Wedding night: 

Bob jumps on the bed and it collapses. Not a good omen for the happy couple. The phone rings. Mother 

Barnard is sick and they return to her house. They decide to stay there.  

Barbara Ann “We can go to Disneyland anytime.” A picture of Three (3) Apples is on the wall behind her. 

This may be a reference to the poison (Poison Apples) that Bob will soon receive and also the mind control 

programming at Disney Land. 

Allen “I’ve had the room next door prepared for you.” 

They leave to go to their bedroom. 

Allen “Hey Pie Face, it’s only a hangover.” 

They go to the bedroom with Mother Barnard’s picture hanging over the bed and one beside it too.” Twin 

Beds.”  

Allen “Don’t worry, don’t worry, because when it gets dark you can push both beds together.” He blows 

Barbara Ann a kiss and leaves. 

Allen returns immediately. 

Allen “It will work. It really will.” He leaves. 

Bob tries to push the beds together. Mother Barnard moans. She sounds like an Alley Cat. Bob comes to 
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her bed. The phone rings. Allen comes in shirtless. 

Allen “ Don’t move a muscle. Old Stell is just off her feed. I know just what to give her.” An Alley Cat 

screeches. 

Allen “Hold on Tiger, I’ll coming.”  He leaves and closes the door. They start smooching. In comes Allen 

again. 

Allen “Don’t worry It will really work, It really will”” 

He leaves again and the phone rings. Alley Cat screeches. Bob gets up and goes to other bed. 

 Plan successful. No Honeymoon fun tonight. 

 

 

SCENE: A BIT OF A BELLY LAUGH HERE, BUT WHO’S LAUGHING? 

 Front of Mother Barnard’s House: Bob puts up his Robert Barnard - Marriage Counselor sign. 

 

SCENE:       HIGH FINANCE AND LOWER EXPECTATIONS 

  Allen and T. Harrison Belmont are talking about how much it will cost to finance Barbara Ann’s 

movie.  He is going to New York to buy some new money? This is a funny scene because T. Harrison 

Belmont is picking up his unemployment money from The State of California Employment Office. He tells 

Allen to keep her on ice. Allen calls Barbara Ann and tells her he is calling from the studio but is calling from 

the Employment Office. Bob refuses to left her take the screen test. 

Bob “Listen Barbara Ann, You promised to love, honor and obey me.” 

Barbara Ann “Listen, I may have been a little hysterical at the ceremony but I never said anything as dumb 

as that. 

Hysterical at what ceremony?  We never saw a ceremony. She didn’t look hysterical at all, just a 

little solemn at the reception. 

Bob grabs her. 

Barbara Ann “You struck me.” “That’s grounds for a divorce.” 

It is not a wise thing to mess with Barbara Ann. (Tuesday Weld) 

 

SCENE:      “IS TOO!”  “IS NOT!”  –  “IS TOO!”  “IS NOT!” –  

                      “ IS TOO!”  “IS NOT!” 

 Barbara Ann and Allen back at Mother Barnard’s house. Allen is massaging his head. 

Barbara Ann “I have been absolutely miserable since I got married and it’s your fault. 

You’ve made a mess of my life.” 

Allen “What?” 

Barbara Ann “Could you turn that thing off?” 

Barbara Ann “I said, you made a mess of my life, do you understand that?’ 
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Allen “No I do not understand that.” I’ve given you everything you wanted, Sweaters, Balboa, Bob,” 

Barbara Ann “Oh, I was wrong then.” 

Allen “About the screen test.” 

Barbara Ann “No, about Bob. He won’t let me even have a screen test.” 

Allen What is it you want Barbara Ann?” “Just tell Mollymauk.” 

Barbara Ann “I want out. I want a divorce.” Allen looks at her strangely. 

Allen “In our family…. We don’t divorce our men….. We bury them.” 

Barbara Ann thinks it over for a few seconds and says, 

“He struck me.”….. “Well anyway he grabbed me.”  

Allen massages her arm while they stare into each other’s eyes. 

 

SCENE:     NEVER DRINK OR SKATEBOARD WITH ALLEN! 

 Allen is skateboarding in front of Mother Barnard’s house. Bob comes out and Allen runs the 

skateboard in front of him and he falls and injures himself. Three (3) Hey, Hey, Heys are sung. 

 Bob is in bed with the doctor looking over him with Allen, Barbara Ann and Mother Barnard hovering. 

Barbara Ann looks at Allen and he shrugs his shoulders. Better Luck next time. Allen next fixes him a 

blended drink in the mixer. Bob reads Dear Abby and its obvious the boy is a little dim. 

Bob “A clean mind and a sound body.” 

Allen “Well, personally I have always thought a dirty mind and a sound body is even more rewarding.” 

Allen “I think you need a little help with your cooler, too. He adds poison to Bob’s drink. The juice of a few 

flowers.  

Nexr scene: Bob back in bed with doctor looking at him. Allen, Barbara Ann, and Mother Barnard hovering.  

Doctor “Bella Donna Poisoning, also known as Night Shade poisoning.” “Rarely causes death however.” 

Barbara Ann and Allen looked stunned. 

Allen “I always heard it was fatal.” 

Doctor “Old Wives Tale.” 

Allen “Oh,Well, back to the old drawing board.” 

Mother Barnard “When he was just a little boy, he ate a whole plate of mole poison. That’s when I first 

suspected a Psycho-Suicidal Pattern. In his present condition it’s why it could set it off. Unhappy marriage, 

on the job tensions, this boy must be watched and watched carefully.” 

 

SCENE:  HOW MUCH WILL YOU GIVE ME FOR IT?      

 Allen sitting on Bob’s car and asks him if he is sure he should be driving. Allen has sabotaged the 

braces of the car and caused Bob to have a wreck. Bob puts on his seat belt but it has been sliced in two. 

Bob “Everything seems to be falling apart.” 

Allen “Oh, Bob our whole economy is dependent on built-in obsolescence.” “Oh by the way, what’s your 
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final position on the screen test?” 

Bob “Over my dead body.” 

Allen “If you say so.” 

The brakes go out, the car falls apart, and Bob tries to steer but the steering wheel comes off, he careens 

down the curvy steep road and he crashes into a wall at a used car lot. The used car dealer offers to buy the 

car. Pretty good driving overall Bob! The Three (3) Hey, Hey, Heys are heard all the way down the road. 

 This scene is alluding to what is going to happen to Sam Brody (Bob Barnard). He died in the car 

crash with Jayne Mansfield two years later. 

 

SCENE:        SHE TAKES HER WEDDDING VOWS SERIOUSLY! 

 

  

Bob back in bed with broken leg and other injuries while Mother Barnard comments they have to be one 

step ahead of him if he is trying to kill himself.  

Allen fixes a meal for everyone for dinner.  

Allen “Too stupid to die I decided to try to beat him to death with a club. I like that very much, 

 or some equally curic or some facsimile.” 

 He poisons the meal. Ominous music plays in the background. They all sit down at the dinner table and 

Allen serves the meal. He hesitates to give Bob his plate because he momentarily forgot which plate he had 

poisoned. Funny in a dark wicked sort of way. 

Bob “To us Barbara Ann, till death do us part.” 

Barbara Ann “Till Death Bobby Bear.”    

 Man that is “Cold Blooded!” 

Allen “I’ll drink to that.” 

 Did I just mention Cold Blooded? 

 Sorry, I get carried away sometimes. 

Doctor’s home.  

His wife “Milton, It’s the Hot Line.”   This is supposed to be funny? 
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SCENE:     EVEN MORRIS “THE CAT” LEFT A NOTE.   

 Mother Barnard “This boy has a constitution of a horse.” 

Allen “Nine Lives.” 

Doctor “May I say he is rapidly using them up. This time by any chance did he leave a note?” 

Mother Barnard “Wouldn’t matter. My son is a product of the California School System; couldn’t write a 

simple English sentence if his life depended on it.” You smell the faint aroma of almonds? Arsenic, you 

fools, arsenic. The boy has a mind like a steel trap, he has outwitted us again.” She slaps him on the belly 

and Bob sits up. 

Look even Mother Barnard ought to be a little bit suspicious by now. She isn’t at all. What is going 

on here? Are we being told on the sly that she is a part of the plan? The Grand Dame Mother Sanctioning 

the ritual sacrifice.  

 

SCENE:                  OH MY GOD! 

 

 

  

Consolidated High School Graduation: 

SALLY GRACE (JAYNE MANSFIELD/SHARON TATE FIGURE) IS PREGNANT.  
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They march out to the graduation stand two by two. Allen arrives with Bob in a wheelchair. He spots 

a caterpillar tractor sitting on the baseball field. Bob has come to hear Allen’s valedictory speech.  He 

steals the tractor and chases him around the field to the commencement stand.  

Bob “Allen did I say something to offend you? 

He kills Bob, destroys the commencement stand, injures many people and ruins graduation. 

This is the scene where we see Sally Grace (Jayne Mansfield/Sharon Tate Pharmakos) is pregnant and 

Bob is killed. Allusions to the two difference sacrifices blended into one scene. Bob is killed by a very heavy 

piece of machinery (Sam Brody died when the car he and Jayne Mansfield were in ran into the back of a 

truck that had stopped in the middle of the road.)  

Sharon Tate is murdered by the Manson Family and her unborn baby was murdered along with all the 

others. I don’t think I need to explain this to anyone at this point in my story. 

 

SCENE:             Hi THERE ALL YOU DUMMIES! 

 

 

  

Allen in his cell, talking to his tape recorder: 

Allen” No. Of course, even now I’ll sure you still don’t understand. Oh and perhaps because you all must go 

on living. Day after painful day. It would be kinder if I would invent an answer,that would not entirely unsettle 

your tiny minds.” 

“Listen to that. Lub-A-Dub, Lub-A-Dub, the beating of my foolish tale-tale heart? 

Of Course, Oh nation of brainwashed television viewers who worship graven images in the shape of family 

sized tins of spray on deodorant.” 

“You have guessed it. I did it for Love.”    “L O V E!”……..“love.” 

Love for Tuesday Weld repeated THREE (3) TIMES, THREE (3) TIMES, THREE (3) TIMES.  

Sorry, I couldn’t resist the temptation to do one sacred intonation. 

“I did it for you, Barbara Ann.” 

“You wanted so much. Sweaters, vacation, marriage, and finally, Fame.” 

“And I brought you everything you wanted.” 

“And if this doesn’t make you famous, nothing will.” 
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SCENE:       YOUR PUBLIC AWAITS! 

 

 

  

That evening at the studio Barbara Ann is getting ready to be presented to her adoring public.  

Barbara Ann “I can’t do it.” 

The Producer T. Harrison Belmont reassures her. They stand in front of her wedding bed? The pictures of 

the first movie Illuminati Priestess is on the bed with the picture of Jayne Mansfield, the soon to be replaced 

priestess, on the floor, with the picture of the strange man with the tattooed face on an easel beside the bed. 

Who the hell is this guy?  This is some Weird, Strange and Occult background scenery to honor her 

coronation march to her waiting public. The wheelchair is also there to remind us of the sacrifice that was 

required. She is wearing the beauty mark, fake mole, on her left cheek. She strolls out with a smile on her 

face to meet the crowd and sits on the hood of the car greeting everyone. 

Harry “Ladies and Gentlemen, The star of my newest and most important film. T. Harrison Belmont 

presents, Barbara Ann Greene, in “Bikini Widow.” Bikini Widow referring to the death of Bob. This is the 

third time Harry says the word “Bikini”. She wants to meet with the public but he rushes her into the car. Her 

life is no longer her own.  

 

SCENE: 
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Allen is in his cell recording: 

Allen “Oh, You Poor Bunny.”    

POOR BUNNY, INDEED. 

 

 

 

THE END 
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11. Conspiracy Convention Raises Web of Theories in Santa Clara – 

article – Gary Singh 

12. Pretty Tuesday’s  Poison – article – Alt Screen Blog – 

13. Stupid Bloody Tuesday – article – Paul is Dead Forum 

14. “Hotel California” Interpretations: Part l -  article – Independent 

Blog 
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15. Lord Love a Duck – article – Wide World of Words 

16. The Many Lives of Dobie Gillis – article – Wikipedia 

17. Secret Societies: What Do We Ready Know About The Round 

Table? – article – Blog 

18. Weld Family – article – Wikipedia 

19. Satanism, Witchcraft, Hollywood, and Rock and Rock – Blog 

20. Tuesday Weld- article – Wikipedia 

21.William Balfour Ker – article- Carolyn Haynes 

22. Tuesday Weld Sings! – article – Jack C. Snalnaker 

23. Poor Tuesday! Here’s What I Learned – article – Blog 

24. The Occult Story of Rock and Roll – article – Blogf 

25. Project for the Exposure Of Hidden Institutions “Bohemian Grove” 

– article – Blog 

26. Bohemian Grove and the 25th Vigil – article –SF Indymedia 

27. Tuesday Weld Anton Levay –article – The Data Lounge – Blog 

28. The King is Naked “The True Story of the Beatles – Tuesday Weld 

– article – Roman Ruins – Blog 

29. Inside The LC/The Strange but Mostly True Story of Laurel Canyon 

and the Birth of the Hippie Generation – book – David McGowan 

30. Tuesday Weld: “I Didn’t Have To Play Lolita—I Was Lolita” – article 

– Guy Flatley -Movie Crazed 

31. More on the Tuesday Weld Psychedelic Illuminati Conspiracy – 

article – Adam Gorightly – Gorightly.Wordpress.com 

31. The Wild Ones-Lord Love a Duck Song – article – Halos 

Heaven.com 

32. Truth on Tate/LaBianca – article – Gary Singh- Silicon Alleys 

33. Hymn for Tuesday Weld – article – Adam Gorightly –Adam 

Gorightly’s Untamed Dimensions 

34. Jayne Mansfield -  article – Wikipedia 

35. The Beatles Never Exited – Mind Control in the Field of Art – article 

–Wes Penre – Fab Four Dozen - Illuminati Mind Control-Iron 

Mountain 

36. Lord Love a Duck – article – David Sanjek – popmatters.com 

37. The Secret World, The Esoteric Occult – The Occult World of Rock 

& Roll – article – LIFE IN THE MIX.CO.UK 

38. Tuesday Weld – From the Files of Jack Stalnaker- article – Jack 
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Stalnaker 

39.Tuesday Weld – article –Pseudodium.org 

40. Biography for Tuesday Weld – minibio – Imbd.com 

41. Jayne Mansfield: Old Hollywood Actress and Celebrity Satanist? – 

article – kittythedreamer.hubpages.com  

42. The Process Church of the Final Judgment and the Manson Family 

– article – Adam Gorightly – worldpress.com 

43. Beauty Lies in the Eye of the Beholder – Sharon Marie Tate – 

article – conformist.com 

44. Lord Love a Duck/Full Cast and Crew – List – imbd.com 

45. SEXBOMB – The Life and Death of Jayne Mansfield – book – 1985 

- Guus Luuters/Gerard Timmer – Carol Publishing Group 

 

 

A Special Thanks to Jeffrey Turner, Douglas Hawes, 
Adam Gorightly and my wife, Linda for being so patient 
with me while I toiled over this thing. 

 
                       Charles Teague 

 
                        mmmteague@gmail.com 
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